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Blossom Seeley (Minnie Guyer) 1-132
1891-1974
Seeley was born in San Francisco and was known as ‘The
Queen of Syncopation’. Her birth date is in question. She was
then known as 'Little Blossom'. Birth records were destroyed
in the San Francisco earthquake. Other possibilities say she
was born in Conn. in 1885. Often, in those dates, child stars
were older than some managers say and they gave a early age
of the performer. She introduced Shelton Brook’s song ‘Some
of These Days’ in Vaudeville in 1910. One of her biggest hits
was ‘Way Down Yonder in New Orleans’. Seeley was married
a number of times notably to the Vaudevillian Benny Fields
and for a time to Rube Marquard. The marriage to Fields
lasted until his death and their life was portrayed in the movie
‘Somebody Loves Me’ in 1952, starring Ralph Meeker and
Betty Hutton.
Blossom began performing at a young age (some say 13 or
14) and made her professional debut as ‘Little Blossom’. She
appeared in variety theaters and vaudeville houses on the West
coast and the Barbary Coast vaudeville houses and also
appeared in burlesque.
Headed by showman David J. Grauman singing 'That
Teasin' Rag'. He engaged Blossom Seeley for his 'The Unique
Theater' in 1902 - The Barbary coast as the home of polite
vaudeville-Seeley sang syncopated songs, and developed a
technique of snapping her fingers to the beat. The first notice
of Seeley was in 1901. She was listed in 'The Call' in 1901 as
'Blossom Seeley-Coon shouter.
She continued to be known as a ‘Coon singer’. This type
of singing was sung loudly with a Negro dialect, the same style
as the then famous May Irwin and Sophie Tucker. From 1900
her career grew and she became a big star. Her career grew
mostly singing syncopated songs. She had a characteristic of
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snapping her fingers as she sang. She had a reputation as ‘the
most artistic interpreter of ragtime melody. While she had a
number of partners in her vaudeville act three of the most
famous were: Mike Bernard, Rube Marquard and Benny
Fields. Her solo act combined syncopated ragtime songs and
comic ‘Negro-dialect songs. She is said to have been in San
Francisco during the earthquake. A rocky relationship with
Bernard resulted in Blossom drinking a bottle of Lysol in a
suicide attempt. She lived and continued with her career.
When she met Rube they formed an act and had a love affair
that resulted in her divorcing her husband and marrying
Rube. They performed a skit called ‘Breaking the Record’. In
the spring of 1913 they toured the country on the vaudeville
stage. Rube was in negotiations with his baseball team and told
them he’s making more money in vaudeville then playing
baseball. Using this as an leverage he successfully secured the
baseball contract that he wanted. Blossom continued on
Broadway and in 1918 she filed for a divorce from Rube,
charging desertion. She met Benny Fields and later, after
forming an act, married him. This marriage lasted until Fields
died. Their vaudeville career slowed down and their situation
was helped by Gracie and George Burns. Little is known about
life in her later years except her continued correspondence
with Rube.
Seeley was responsible of introducing New York to the
‘Texas Tommy’ and one of the first ragtime dancer and singer
that became wildly popular.
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Blossom in the 1930s
Music Trade Review - November 9, 1901
Blossom Seeley, the charming comedienne, makes a big
hit this season with 'Maizy, my Dusky Daisy.'
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Maizy My Dusky Daisy - 1901
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1901
Evening Star - April 1, 1902 - Kernan's Lyceum Theater
'Weeze' by Blossom Seeley
Scranton Tribune - November 4, 1902 - Star Theater - Erwin's
show
The olio which contains scarcely a dull number is headed
by Blossom Seeley who is probably the most artistic interpreter
of ragtime melody that has been heard in Scranton.
Reading Times - November7, 1902 - Bijou Theater
Fred Erwin's big show drew a big house last evening. The
program presented was good from start to finish, and started
with the mirthful satire in one ace, and 'The Kneippe cure.' In
the olio were Blossom Seeley, Lester and Curtin, Bison City
quartet, the Salvaggis, the three Ronays and the Waldron
Brothers. The burlesque entitled 'An Operatic Rehearsal,' was
a fitting climax. Same performance this afternoon and evening.
Evening Star - November 19, 1902
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The Fred Irwin Co. - The Fred Irwin Company at
Kernan's next week will include the famous Bison City quartet,
Lester and Curtin, Blossom Seeley, Waldron Bros., Fiore
Foster and Madeline Franks. The closing burletta displays
thirty girls and eight comedians.
Pittsburgh Daily Post - November 30, 1902 - Dewey Theater
In Erwin show Blossom Seeley is a clever performer
Pittsburgh Daily Post - December 2, 1902 - Academy of Music
Fred Irwin's big show opened at the Academy last night
to the usual well-filled house. In the olio the Salvaggis, new to
this country carried off first honors with their whirlwind
dance. Their at reveals something new in this line. Lester and
Curtin,, 'Meno' War's Men,' give a good performance as
acrobats. Blossom Seeley was clever in a 'coon' monologue.

Young Blossom
Cincinnati Enquirer - December 4, 1902
Blossom Seeley In Fred Erwin's show.
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Kentucky Irish American - December 13, 1902 - Fred Irwin big
Show - Buckingham Theater
Blossom Seeley - the coon singer in show.
Indianapolis Journal - December 23, 1902 - Empire Theater Fred Erwin Show.
Blossom Seeley leads the olio by singing a number of coon
songs. Miss Seeley displays much life in singing her songs. 'I
want to be an Actor Lady' was one of the pieces that appealed
to many of the boys. They seemed to be in the majority and
when she closed her act the noise made was of such
proportions that difficulty was experienced in putting on the
act of Lester and Curtin
Song:
I Want to be an Actor Lady - 1902
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St. Louis Republic - December 25, 1902
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Irwin's Burlesquers will appear at the Standard after the
Imperials. Leading feature of the new bill will be European
importations, consisting of specialties by the Salvaggio dancers
and the Three Bonays, music artists. The Bison City Quartet
will offer a singing act. Blossom Seeley, Lester and Curtin and
the Waldron Brothers are the other entertainers in the olio.
Reading Times - December 26, 1902 - Bijou Theater
The Gay Burlesquers - Miss Blossom Seeley in olio.
1903
Minneapolis Journal - January 15, 1903 - Fred Irwin's 'Big
show' coming.
Fred Irwin's 'Big Show' will occupy the boards at the
Dewey Theater next week. Manager Irwin will bring the
following sensational acts; The three Ronays, Europe's greatest
female musical artist; the Salvaggies, world's greatest
whirlwind dancers; the famous Bison city quartet, comedy
acrobats, Downey and Yanetta in a laughable comedy, 'A call
on the Doctor' Blossom Seeley Madeline Franks, Flore Foster
and Bennett and Revere. The costumes and scenery are most
elaborate. The closing burletta introduces the entire company
with forty pretty girls and eight funny comedians.
Minneapolis Journal - January 17, 1903 - Dewey Theater
Blossom Seeley is a clever performer.
Minneapolis Journal - January 21, 1903 - Fred Irwin's 'Big
show.'
Fred Irwin's Big show, at the Dewey this week, provides
an entertainment that should amuse patrons of that playhouse.
Two burlesques are presented and the intervening olio includes
a number of act of distinct. merit. The burlesques are billed as
'An Operatic Rehearsal' and 'The Kneip Cure.' Both have
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been elaborately costumed and the members of the chorus are
kept busy all of the time they are not upon the stage in getting
out of one set of costumes and into another. The musical
interpolations are mostly new and well rendered. The German
band, although not a novelty, appears in a slightly new guise,
and is really funny.
The three Ronays have an excellent musical act which is
one of the best things in the olio. The Salveggis, whirlwind
dancers; are experts in their line; and Downey and Vanetta
present a laughable skit entitled 'A Call on the Doctor.' The
Bison City quartet, Lester and Curtin, acrobats and Blossom
Seeley, vocalist, are also satisfactory.
St. Paul Globe - January 25, 1903 & Minneapolis Journal January 21
Blossom in Fred Erwin's show

N.Y. Times - March 22, 1903Fred Irwin's show will make its appearance at the Dewey
Theatre at tomorrow's matinee, and will continue daily for the
week. The company numbers fifty people, and will present two
burlesques. The vaudeville contingent includes the Salvaggis,
the Three Ronays, Lester and Curtin, J. C. Hart and company,
the Bison City Quartet, Flore Foster, Blossom Seeley, Madeline
Franks, Bennett and Revere, and William Lester.
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June 20, 1903
Oregon Daily Journal - June 20, 1903
Blossom Seeley and Blanca do a sketch entitled 'The
Ginger Girls' introducing dancing, singing and trick piano
playing.
Oregon Daily Journal - June 22 , 1903
Blossom Seeley and Blanca in a sketch from the Empire
Theater as the 'Ginger Girls,' do an act that is full of live clever
dancing, ragtime piano playing and the latest things in the way
of Coon songs.
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June 22, 1903
San Francisco Call - July 27, 1903
This week's programme at Grauman's includes the
Lansing trio, Van Fossen and McCauley, Mounts and Delmar,
juvenile impersonators; Lester and Curtin, comedy acrobats
Hathaway and Walton, a singing and dancing duo; Little
Blossom, the comedienne.

June 28, 1903
Reading Times - December 27, 1906 - Bijou Theater
Such talented burlesquers is Blossom Seeley (is reported to
be 14 or 15 years old.)
1907
Pittsburgh Daily Post - November 3, 1907
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Blossom Seeley, who will be seen with Sam Scribner's
Company in the Gayety theater this week.

Seeley, November 3, 1907
1908
Topeka Daily Capital - March 1, 1908 - At the Majestic
The management of the Majestic has one of the greatest
treats in store for their patrons that they have had for
sometime-Bernard and Seeley, singing, dancing and piano. Mr.
Bernard is conceded to be the American Paderewski, assisted
by that clever little sunbeam, Miss Blossom Seeley. This at
alone is worth the price of admission. It has been a big
headliner in every city where they have played.
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March 1, 1908
Variety - April, 1908 - Mike Bernard & Blossom Seeley - 20
minutes.
Mike Bernard is the well known pianist, Blossom Seeley,
formerly of curtain and Blossom, a romping and vivacious
soubrette is the other half of the combination. Both were
discovered by J. A. Sfernad, who arranged for their joint debut
a vaudeville entertainers. Mike even wears a ball-boy outfit
and Miss Seeley appears as a housemaid for a few moments,
making two changes of costume. It is not necessary for
Bernard to attempt comedy or sing. The opening dialogue is
sufficient to introduce their respective specialties. With his
piano alone Bernard could easily hold the most captious
audience. His playing brought thunderous applause. Miss
Seeley is chie and pretty and scored with her eccentricities in
songs and dances. The eccentric manocuvre following the
encore should be etimuated. The act depends solely on the
individual specialties of the couple. The comedy should be left
out for the present at least. Bernard and Seeley are an absolute
success in vaudeville and should make a hit on any bill
anywhere.

Mike Bernard
San Francisco Call - August 6, 1908
Mike Bernard, a ragtime virtuoso and Blossom Seeley a
singing comedienne.
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August 9, 1908
San Francisco Call - August 9, 1908 - Orpheum
Mike Bernard and Blossom Seeley, who recently made a
tremendous hit in New York, will present an amusing sketch
which enables Bernard to display his extra ordinary skill as a
ragtime pianist and Miss Seeley to exhibit her excellence as a
singing and dancing comedienne.
San Francisco Call - August 9, 1908 - Orpheum
Mike Bernard and Blossom Seeley, who recently made a
tremendous hit in New York, will present an amusing sketch
which enables Bernard to display his extraordinary skill as a
ragtime pianist and Miss Seeley to exhibit her excellence as a
sing and dancing comedienne.

August 9, 1908
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San Francisco Chronicle - August 10, 1908
There was a surprise awaiting the knowing ones in Mike
Bernard and Blossom Seeley. This clever couple, consisting of a
ragtime Paderewski and dashing little comedienne with a big
contralto voice, scored an undoubted hit. Many tricks and
fancy piano virtuosos have come over the circuit, but Bernard
tops them all in digital dexterity and freak stunts. He uses his
feet also, on the keys as well as the pedals. Miss Seeley is the
smartest edition in soubrettes. She manages to invest her darky
songs with a wealth of the real color; she dances as if she was
related to Georgie Cohan, and she shows a flash of artistic
temperament hat promises much n the future.
San Francisco Call - August 10, 1908
Mike Bernard and Blossom Seeley do a ragtime and
dancing act of rather more than usual vigor and speed.
San Francisco Call - August 17, 1908
The Tennis Trio, Mike Bernard and Blossom Seeley at
Orpheum Theater.

Mike Bernard
Oakland Tribune - August 23, 1908
Mike Bernard and Blossom Seeley who come to the
Orpheum next week, are among the greatest hits of the present
new York vaudeville season. Mr. Bernard is a phenomenal
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ragtime pianist and Miss Seeley is an exceptionally clever and
amusing singing comedienne.
Oakland Tribune - August 24, 1908
Mike Bernard, who, if speed were all that counted, would
be a wonderful piano player, and Blossom Seeley, down on the
program as a singing comedienne, give a ragtime sketch with
ragtime music and ragtime dancing and ragged jokes. Miss
Seeley has a subway voice and a false conception of vaudeville
art.
Los Angeles Herald - September 6, 1908
Mike Bernard and Blossom Seeley will offer a musical
act, Mr. Bernard is a ragtime virtuoso the title is his own-while
Miss Seeley is a singing and dancing comedienne.

September 26, 1908
Salt Lake Herald - September 27, 1908
Two real star performers will be seen in Mike Bernard
and Blossom Seeley, the ragtime virtuoso and the singing
comedienne. of all the trick and fancy virtuosos who have come
over the circuit, Bernard is said to top them all n finger
dexterity and freak stunts. Not only does he play the piano
artistically and technically in a conventional manner with his
fingers, but he also plays that instrument with his head, feet
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and arms. Miss Seeley is a very attractive soubrette, and when
she sings her darky character songs, one is almost persuaded to
believe that she is the real thing. As a dancer she is graceful
and agile. Mike Bernard was for ten season the pianist for the
late Tony pastor at his historic Fourteenth Street Theatre in
New York.

Mike Bernard
Salt Lake Tribune - September 28, 1908
Mike Bernard the American Paderewski, and Miss
Blossom Seeley do a turn that is novel and new. It is an
exceedingly clever musical act.
Goodwin's Weekly - October 3, 1908
The musical end of the program is in the hands of Dolesh
and Zillbauer, and Mike Bernard and Blossom Seeley. Little is
lacking with the first two to make their act one of the bet of its
kind. Their playing is wonderfully simple and effective, and the
foreigners are artists to their finger-tips.
Mike Bernard! come memories of the old Tony Pastor
days on Manhattan isle, when the orchestra used to set up and
leave the pit when Mike started in on ragtime. He has been at it
here and there these nine or ten years since, never the worse
for wear and a little faster, more tuneful and dexterous with
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the ivories, if anything. He ought to headline any bill, and
could, if he wouldn't pass up the spotlight of his act to the
young lady working with him. Her makeup is an attempt at a
deluxe edition of Eva Tanguay, and the result might be
overlooked if she wouldn't sing. Bernard is unquestionably one
the greatest ragtime players stage land has known in many
years.
Inter Ocean - December 21, 1908 - Bares many troubles.
That St. Louis episode isn't the first one they've had.
They got into a quarrel one night in June here in Chicago
because Mike said he was the real star of the skit and the
applause was for him. Both had black eyes after the mix-up.
Mike also carried a scar on his chin that she gave him. She
stuck him once before with a hatpin. They've certainly led a
gay life.
Bernard and Miss Seeley admitted yesterday that the
stabbing had take place during a quarrel. It happened in a
room at the Stratford Hotel in St. Louis, it is alleged. Bernard
says he tried to throw Miss Seeley out of the way in order to
leave the room when he collided with her hat, the pin entering
his shoulder and breaking off. He will not be able to leave the
hospital for a week.
Inter Ocean - December 21, 1908
The trouble of Mike Bernard vaudeville actor, have only
begun.
The vaudevillian is now confined in the Centenary
Hospital at St. Louis, Missouri. half of a hatpin was picked
from his shoulder late Tuesday night, where it was jabbed by
his stage associate, Miss Blossom Seeley, during a quarrel.
But that is the least of Mike's worries. Not content with
suing him for divorce in this city and later obtaining the arrest
of him and Miss Seeley on serious charges, his wife, Mrs. Mary
Bernard, yesterday announced her attorney, Edward U.
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Fliehmann, would swear out another warrant charging
perjury.
Woman betrays actor.
At the hearing recently in Judge Mack's Court, Bernard
testified that he had never registered with Miss Seeley at hotels
as man and wife. Miss Seeley, however, has made affidavit to
the wife that she and her 'soul mate' registered at numerous
hotels, including the Saratoga, in this city, where they were
living when Mrs. Bernard arrived from New York as Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Bernard, and that they were known as such in the
various cities all over the country where they have appeared
I'm going to swear out a perjury warrant against Mike
and bring him back on a requisition to face trail at once,
declared Mrs. Bernard last night. He deliberately lied on the
witness stand and I'll prove it to every one's satisfaction.
Miss Seeley, as she calls herself, can have him if she wants
him, but he's got to support me. I wouldn't live with him now
under any circumstances. Miss Seeley is a married woman.
Her husband is an acrobat. They used to do team work under
the name of Curtain and Seeley. They've got a 4-year old child.
She deserted her husband and child for Mike.
1909
Indianapolis News - January 5, 1909
Mr. Mike Bernard and Miss Blossom Seeley, announcing
themselves as the American Paderewski and the eccentric
comedienne, seem terribly amused over their own efforts, but
the other side of the footlights is not so affected.
Cincinnati Enquirer - January 10, 1909
Mike Bernard and Miss Blossom Seeley will appear as the
American Paderewski, and the eccentric comedienne. Bernard,
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being known as a lever trick pianist, and Miss Seeley as 'The
Miniature Eva Tanguay'.
San Francisco Chronicle - February 21, 1909
Miss Blossom Seeley has been engaged to take the
soubrette part in the coming Kolb & Dill production of
'Playing the Ponies.' She will appear at the opening
performance of that play Monday afternoon. Miss Seeley is a
San Francisco girl and well known to the regular theater
patrons of this city, having appeared in many productions at
the Tivoli before the fire and in other companies since that
time.
San Francisco Call - February 23, 1909 - Kolb & Dill's last
week.
Kolb and Dill came into the home stretch of their winter's
run at the Princess last night with a dashing performance of
their top hit, 'Playing the Ponies.' Blossom Seeley, as the new
'Grace Honey' of the show, shook her abundant ringlets into
favor and danced with the same strength and abandon with
which she sang
San Francisco Call - April 16, 1909 - Crossed in love, chorus
girl swallows poison. Hospital physician rescues would be
suicide from death.
Miss Blossom Seeley, one of Kolb and Dill's chorus girls,
took poison in her apartment, at the corner of Ellois and
Fillmore Streets, last night, and but for the prompt action of
Doctor Tillman at the central emergency hospital she would
now be dead. The cause of her despondency is said to be a love
affair with one Mike Bernard, who plays the piano at 'The
Hague.' At last reports the girl was in a fair way to recover.
Los Angeles Herald - May 27, 1909
Blossom Seeley is added to the cast in the soubrette line.
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Oakland Tribune - March 28, 1909 - Blossom Seeley at close
range.
Miss Blossom Seeley has been the most talked of girl in
the Kolb & Dill Company. There are several reasons for this.
One is that she has been here before. In fact, many times. San
Franaciscans know her well, but Oaklanders associate her
chiefly with an Orpheum sketch done in company with Mike
Bernard, the pianist. However, her fame in this regard is as
naught to that acquired a week or two ago out at the
Emeryville track. For there, because she had-to use her own
term-'a hunch,' - Blossie- that's what she's called behind the
scenes-put up twenty dollars on Dargin when the odds were 50
to 1. That was the time that Dargin came out ahead, and
plump Miss Blossom pocketed a cool thousand dollars in cash.
'How did she feel?' Well, it was impossible to describe
just how she felt.
Los Angeles Herald - June 6, 1909
Sarah Edwards, the new prima donna of the Grand
Opera House, and Blossom Seeley, another new member of the
Murray & Mack Company, have been kept exceedingly busy
this week, while not engaged at rehearsals, receiving calls from
their many Los Angeles friends. Blossom Seeley appeared here
only recently at the Orpheum.
Los Angeles Herald - June 6, 1909 - Grand
Two new actresses, Sara Edwards & Blossom Seeley, will
appear in the second week of 'In Harvard.' New songs are also
promised at the performance this afternoon.
Los Angeles Herald - June 6, 1909 - Murray & Mack Company
Blossom Seeley, the new soubrette, comes with song and
dance laurels.
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Los Angeles Herald - June 7, 1909
Two new stars won places in the hearts of the Grand
clientele yesterday, matinee and evening. Blossom Seeley is a
soubrette of luxuriant beauty and nimble feet. Her voice was in
poor condition last night, but she made the best of it and was
forced to strain it to the most in responding to some rather
unfeeling encores.
San Bernardino County Sun - June 24, 1909
'A Night on Broadway. with their large company is
Blossom Seeley, a well-known vaudeville star.
Santa Cruz Sentinel - July 8 - A Night on Broadway.
Blossom Seeley, the dainty soubrette, is one of the few
artists in her line that can both sing and dance.

August 2, 1909
San Francisco Call - August 8, 1909 - 'Pride of the Harem'
Blossom Seeley, who has made an immense hit here, will
introduce a lot of specialties as Miss Buttinski, the
correspondent. She will have two songs.
San Francisco Call - August 1, 1909 - Fischer's Theater - 'Belle
of Boston'
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Blossom Seeley one of the most energetic soubrettes on
the American stage, will appear as the 'belle' of the hub.

August 2, 1909
San Francisco Call - August 8, 1909 - Fischer's - 'Pride of the
Harem'
Blossom Seeley who has made an immense hit here, will
introduce a lot of specialties, will have two new songs.
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August 10, 1909
Oakland Tribune - September 6, 1909 - Bell Theater
Miss Blossom Seeley late soubrette of the Kolb & Dill
company, brings the applause of her coon songs and stories.
San Francisco Call - September 6, 1909 - Bell Theater
Blossom Seeley stars at Bell. Pretty soubrette is featured
of new vaudeville bill-replete with novelties. Blossom Seeley
soubrette with Kolb & Dill, caught the fancy of the audience at
the Bell Theater today in songs and dances. Miss Seeley is a
vivacious comedienne.
San Francisco Call - August 10, 1909 - 'The Pride of the
Harem' is vehicle for barrel of fun.
Blossom Seeley, than whom no friskier soubrette has
appeared in San Francisco for many a day, gave an imitation
of herself going crazy in the three performances of 'The Pride
of the Harem' at Fischer's Theater yesterday, and, in addition,
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she sang 'Put Your Arms Around me, Dearie' and George
Cohan's latest coon divertissement, 'The Rag Baby.' Miss
Seeley's efforts were rewarded with enthusiastic applause and
she left her audiences 'hungry,' as the vaudevillians say.
San Francisco Chronicle - August 10, 1909 - 'Pride of the
Harem' new show at Fischer's. Blossom Seeley, the energetic
soubrette, gives an imitation of herself going crazy.
'The Pride of the Harem,' a musical eccentricity by
Charles Alphin, served to entertain three audiences at
Fischer's Theater yesterday. When Blossom Seeley, one of the
most energetic soubrettes who ever appeared in San Francisco,
gave an imitation of herself going crazy the climax in the
applause was reached. Her songs, 'Put Your Arms Around me,
Dearie,' and George Cohan's 'Rag Baby' were capital, and her
flirtation scene with Dan Kelly, the sultan's substitute, was
interesting.
Arizona Republican - August 21, 1909 - Here tomorrow
Blossom Seeley and Maud Rockwell, who will arrive
tomorrow with the Selby Musical Comedy company, have been
receiving more than the average amount of comment during
the company's run in San Francisco. They will be seen for the
first time at the Grand Monday night in 'OOlah.'
San Francisco Call - September 6, 1909 - Blossom Seeley stars
at Bell. Pretty soubrette is feature of new vaudeville bill replete
with novelties.
Blossom Seeley, soubrette with Kolb & Dill, caught the
fancy of the audiences at the Bell Theater today in her songs
and dances. Miss Seeley is a vivacious comedienne.
San Francisco Call - September 19, 1909 - American Theater
Blossom Seeley-whirlwind comedienne.
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Los Angeles Herald - September 26, 1909 - Charles Alpin
Company.
Blossom Seeley will be seen in the soubrette parts. Miss
Seeley is famous for her coon songs.
Los Angeles Herald - October 3, 1909 - 'The King of Patagonia'
In the company are Blossom Seeley, formerly with Kolb
& Dill and the Princess Company who will play the soubrette
parts.
Los Angeles Herald - October 13, 1909 - 'Off to the North Pole'
Blossom Seeley who at times is reminiscent of Eva
Tanguay, cleverly impersonated that soubrette with her won
song 'I Don't Care.' She appears of the darling American girl.
Los Angeles Herald - November 21, 1909 - 'A Mutt at the
Races'
Blossom Seeley will portray a French maid, in which
character she excels.
Los Angeles Herald - December 22, 1909 - 'The Billikin Man'
Los Angeles Herald - December 22, 1909
The novelty feature was a bathing number, which was
notable for beauty of setting and costuming. The novelty was a
diving board so arranged that with the electrical effects if
appears as though the girls were actually diving into the ocean
and swimming about. The number was led by Miss Blossom
Seeley. The song itself has a popular swing and invites
whistling.
1910
In Richard Sudhalter's book Lost chords,' Blossom Seeley
is mentioned 'In 1910 Blossom Seeley , the Queen of
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syncopation debuted 'Put Your Arms Around Me Honey' and
the 'Toddlin the Tolado' (about which one critic
swooned|)....you just have to hold on tight for fear of getting up
and toddling right along with her.
In the book 'Show Biz' there are some small sections
mentioning Seeley:
"Blossom Seeley 'Red Hot Mamma' was coon shouting
'Put Your Arms Around Me Honey,' telling Negro dialect
stories, and lustily hoofing a new rag dance called 'Doing the
Todalo' out in San Francisco.
"Many of the brightest gems in the diadem of show
business were first cut and polished in cabarets, among them
Blossom Seeley.
"Benny Fields, when vaudeville touring with Blossom
Seeley, now is wife, rates the credit for that style of
vocalization".

Blossom & Benny
"Some idea of the show 'Charity Girl (10-2-1912) attitude
can be gauged from the joyously syncopated song and dance.
Blossom Seeley and Henry Fink did 'The Ghetto Glide."
Los Angeles Herald - February 2, 1910 - A Day in Venice'
Blossom Seeley plays a summer girl and excels in her
dance and song specialty.
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January 4, 1910
Los Angeles Herald - February 8, 1910 - 'Double Dutch'
Blossom Seeley will play the actress Laurel Atkins Blair
the deluded wife.
Los Angeles Herald - January 12, 1910 - New bills presented at
the Cozier theaters.
Enthusiastic audiences are greeting the return of Blossom
Seeley to the Olympic in 'The Belle of Boston' this week. Her
aeroplane and polar bear songs, especially, are receiving many
encores, and her place in the hearts of the loyal Olympic
clientele seems assured.

February 7, 1910
Los Angeles Herald - February 27, 1910 - 'Ski-Hi'
Blossom Seeley in a most congenial part with soubrette to
the king's taste.
Los Angeles Herald - March 8, 1910 - 'Othello for a Day'
Blossom Seeley as the nurse as usual pleased exceedingly.
Los Angeles Herald - March 15, 1910 - 'The Pawnbroker'
Blossom Seeley was surprisingly good in the character of
a tough girl and established herself as a versatile actress as well
as a singer of southern melodies.
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Los Angeles Herald - March 29, 1910 - 'The Merry Midway.
Olympic Theater
Blossom Seeley as a Turkish dancing girl was most
pleasing and her specially called for many encores.
Los Angeles Herald - April 3, 1910 - Revival of 'A Mutt at the
Races'
Blossom Seeley as her French maid are admirably cast
and will render some new specialties and numbers in their
inimitable way.
Los Angeles Herald - April 10, 1910 - 'The Toreador Man'
Olympic theater.
The plot of the comedy tells of the jealous of a Mexican
girl Papita (played by Blossom) over the love of a famous
Toreador who has fallen into the hands of a designing and
beautiful American girl.

April 19, 1910
'The Arrival of Jeffries'

Los Angeles Herald - May 3, 1910
'Wanted A Husband'
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May, 1910
Los Angeles Herald - June 8, 1910
Alphin & Fargo announce the return of their old
favorites, Jules Mendel, Blossom Seeley, Dave Morris and
Walter Spencer, who will open at the Olympic Theater
Monday matinee, June 13. The opening bill will be 'The Sky
Pilot.'

Seeley-June 10, 1910
Los Angeles Herald - June 10, 1910
Blossom Seeley, he coon-shouting soubrette, who is well
known to Los Angeles audiences, will return to the Olympic
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Theater Monday to assume her old place in the Alphin-Fargo
Stock company. Miss Seeley, with Jules Mendel, the comedian,
and other former Olympic favorites and other former Olympic
favorites, have been appearing in another city for the past
several weeks.
Los Angeles Herald - July 12 - 'The Game Warden'
Blossom Seeley has an excellent part as the belle of
Boston, and plays it admirably.

June 13, 1910
The Sky Pilot
Los Angeles Herald - July 19, 1910 - 'It Happened in Reno'
Blossom Seeley plays a newspaper reporter.

October 8, 1910
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Variety - October, 1910 - Blossom Seeley comedienne - 15
minutes.
Some class to Blossom Seeley, appearing in a pretty pink
messaline 'hobble' her work was so good that a change would
not have increased its value. Her 'coon' interpretations are
excellent; 'San Francisco Glide' and 'That Beautiful Rag' going
big especially the last to which Joe Kane, formerly of Rogers
Brothers, and another fellow in the audience answer. Miss
Seeley was obliged to take half a dozen bows before she was
allowed to go and even than had to protest that she had no
more songs. Miss Seeley ought to be a hit anywhere.
Show Biz by Green & Laurie - October 2, 1912
'Some idea of the show's (Charity Girl) general attitude
can be gauged from the joyously syncopated song and dance
Blossom Seeley & Henry Fink did as 'The Ghetto Glide.
Other quotes in the book are below:
'Blossom Seeley another 'red hot' mamma was Coon
shouting 'Pub Your Arms Around Me Honey, telling Negro
dialect stories and lustily hoofing the new rag dance called
'Doing the Todalo' out in And Francisco.'
'Many of the brightest gems in the diadem of show business
were first cut and polished in cabarets, among them Blossom
Seeley.'
'Benny Fields, when vaudeville touring with Blossom
Seeley, now his wife, rates the credit for that style of vocalization
(Sic: crooning-Russ Columbo style).'
Post Standard - October 8, 1910
Blossom Seeley, a singing comedienne, who has recently
deserted musical comedy for the vaudeville stage field, has a
'classy' act providing diversified entertainment.
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October 8, 1910
Post Standard - October 11, 1910
Blossom Seeley has some ultra-ragtime songs.

October 11, 1910
Post-Standard - October 12, 1910
Blossom Seeley, known on the vaudeville stage as 'The
Frisco Girl,' is making a hit at the Grand this week with her
repertoire of character songs which include several 'coon'
selections rendered in an original and effective way. A taking
feature of the act is a novel duet which Miss Seeley renders in
connection with a partner seated in the audience.
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Scranton Republican - October 16, 1910
Blossom Seeley, dainty and pretty, with a fetching way
and a fine voice, will present a number sure to please. she is
one of the best known singers of character songs and her 'coon'
interpretations are excellent. 'The Beautiful Rag' and others
equally as good are sung with much spirit. She has been a hit
in all the leading houses and no vaudeville performer is
assured of a heartier reception. She appears in a pretty pink
messaline 'hobble.'
Scranton Truth - October 18, 1910
Blossom Seeley was a big hit with her character songs.
She isn't content with just singing them and bowing herself off.
She sings them with all the spirit at her command and doesn't
lose a chance to keep her work high class.
Scranton Republican - October 18, 1910 Poll Theater
Blossom Seeley the 'Frisco Girl' with coon songs, her
famous 'San Francisco Glide' and other fine character songs
went unusually big.
Scranton Republican - October 20, 1910 - Poll Theater
The number furnished by Blossom Seeley is a winner.
Her manner of singing apparently is just what Poll patrons
like, for they have been calling her back often at every
performance. She is one of the most gingery comediennes in
the ranks.

November 6, 1910
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1911
New York Times - February 5, 1911 'The Hen Pecks'
A Miss Blossom Seeley, just in from the coast, scores
heavily with the audience in a violent exhibit following a
shouted number, 'Toddling the Todalo.' Miss Seeley's voice is
strident and her dancing of the kind that threatened and her
back hair, but the audience rose to her last night. She plays
Henelia. In the sheet music cover Blossom is in upper right
circle.
Variety - February, 1911 - Hen Pecks
Miss Seeley is in the show, as a sort of specialist, a female
song and dance artist. She has three songs to deliver. The first
'Toddling the Todalo' is the musical hit of the show. Miss
Seeley's second is an Italian song and the third 'June.' In the
latter comes the dancing portion of her performance. It is the
'Toddling' song that sends the girl over. It is of 'The Turkey
Trot' that found its origin in the dance halls of San Francisco's
Barbary Coast.' Miss Seeley played west in vaudeville. She
could always deliver a song, and in burlesque (around New
York) was accorded the honor of being one of burlesque's best
soubrettes. That is why the young woman finds it easy to send
over 'The Toddling' song and help hold up 'June' with a dance.
We find an article about these dances such as the 'Todalo'
that were born not on the Barbary Coast but in New Orleans.
Variety - November, 1916
Chicago's claim to originating 'Jazz Bands' and 'Balling
the Jack' are as groundless, according to Variety's New
Orleans's correspondent as 'Frisco's assuming to be the locale
for the first 'Todalo ' and 'Turkey Trot' dances. Little Negro
tots were 'Ballin' the Jack' in New Orleans over ten years ago,
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and Negro roustabouts were 'Turkey Trotting' and doing the
'Todalo' in New Orleans as far back as 1890, he says. 'Jazz
Bands' have been popular there for over two years, and
Chicago cabaret owners brought entertainers from that city to
introduce the idea. New Orleans' 'Brown Skin' dance is also to
be instituted in the Windy City shortly, is the claim.

Toddling The Todalo - 1911
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Goodwin's Weekly - February 18, 1911 Blossom while at a
rehearsal of 'The Hen Pecks' was going on.
'I've worked with Kolb & Dill in their San Francisco
duplications of Weber and Fields pieces,' she said.
'What's the best thing you do?' he asked.
'Well, they tell me I'm the champion turkey trotter of the
Pacific coast.'
'Show me, please.'
Actresses are temperamental, eh? They have to be
inspired by momentary feeling in producing illusions of
emotion-yes? Think of a woman in a chilly corridor, without
the impulse of music, the glamour of lights, or the incitement of
spectators, showing the hops, skips and capers of what is called
turkey trotting. However, the manager thought well of it, and
put her song and dance into the play for it trial night in
Albany.
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The performance there was liked but moderately. Field's
own share in it was as unready as Blossom Seeley's. What as to
be done? The opening in New York was delayed a week, at a
rental cost alone of a thousand dollars for a shut theatre, so
that Fields might elaborate his role, and more especially to give
Blossom time to bloom. She isn't the best thing in the show-but
she is the oddest, the newest to Broadway, and therefore she
catches the passing fancy of this notional public. She is a
nondescript, resembling Eva Tanguay in disorderly conduct,
but evincing talent as she goes about kicking and shouting
violently. One of her songs has a coon tone, but inarticulate
noises serve for words that might be a camp meeting shouter's
hallelujahs; and her dancing looks like the unpremeditated
antics of a stalwart pair of legs gone crazy. The critics haven't
given attention to her, yet she is more talked about than any
other one thing in 'The Hen-Pecks.'

February 19, 1911
'The Hen Pecks'
Springfield Missouri Republican - February 26, 1911
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Blossom Seeley, a Los Angeles girl who is in the cast of
'The Hen Pecks' at the Broadway Theater, New York, won a
prize offered recently by the management of a New York cafe
to its most popular woman patron. A vote was taken and Miss
Seeley distanced all other aspirants.

June 25, 1911
Variety - July, 1911
Blossom Seeley did remarkable well Monday night,
considering that she was suffering from a severe cold that not
only interfered with her singing, but effected her dancing as
well. To anyone who has seen Miss Seeley put over the 'Tolado'
in the 'Hen Pecks,' it was apparent in a moment that she was
not herself. Miss Seeley sang but three songs, repeating the
'Todalo' dance for an encore. Under ordinary circumstances,
she could easily do five song. Miss Seeley has nothing to worry
about just at present. There is a wild craze on in New York for
the 'rag' style of singing and dancing at which no one has yet
shown who can handle this better than she. When right,
Blossom Seeley will make the music publishers made rag
singer appear to be standing still. When Blossom starts those
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hands agoing, and begins to toddle, you just have to hold tight
for fear of getting up and toddling right along with her.
Indianapolis Star - July 2, 1911 - Turkey Trot included.
And, finally-there was the Turkey Trot. All New York is
turkey trotting! This latest eccentricity in dancing was
introduced in the East a few months ago by Blossom Seeley in
'The Hen Pecks,' and instantly established her as a favorite.
She brought it from San Francisco, where it rages. To people
who have not seen it the nearest possible description of the
dance is to fancy a combined matiche and cakewalk. The
dancers assort themselves into couples-couples who gyrate in
as close proximity as possible. When it became known that
Valaska Suratt was hurrying her entertainment into town
ahead of a rival show in which the Turkey Trot was to be made
much of many of us anticipated. 'The Red Rose' with some
misgivings. But she and the girls with her danced only with
their own sex. The elimination of men made the difference. The
result was simply a gay and 'go-ey' rather comic and wholly
inoffensive dance.

Blossom
New York Tribune - July 2, 1911
Blossom Seeley, originator of the 'Turkey Trot' and
'Grizzle Bear.'
San Francisco Chronicle - July 9, 1911
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In a Kinney-getting way, Blossom Seeley-one of our own,
by the way-made a big Broadway hit with her interpretation of
the dance in Lew Field's big musical show, 'The Hen Pecks.'
Now, it is in Ziegfeld's new 'Follies' on the New York roof. It is,
to provincial New York, the novelty of novelties. there is even
talk of New York society-the fast set, you know-taking it up
this coming winter as a welcome diversion to the more
conventional forms of Terpsichorean art. They have to come to
us for a lot of things,' concluded George, the Old Rounder, in a
bust of great civic pride.
1912
Variety - January, 1912 - blossom Seeley
It was almost impossible the past two weeks to pick up a
daily paper which did not say' The Turkey Trot' or 'The
Grizzly Bear' must go, or that society had placed the ban on
the dance, or that the ministers had combined to force the
craze for new dances out of existence.
Probably very few people when reading the reports
stopped to consider that a little girl playing with Lew Field's
'Hen Pecks' opening on Broadway last August, had started this
whole excitement in the East, through her rendition of the
'Todalo' number in that show.
Nevertheless it is true, for until Blossom Seeley came to
Broadway with her 'Todalo' dance, little was known of the
'Trot' or "Bear' aside from indefinite rumors which had
floated here from the Coast.
With the advent of Miss Seeley the dance was given a
great boom and it became popular every night. In taking the
dance, however, Miss Seeley was not followed over closely or
the suppression movement now in progress would not have
been necessary, for the clever little dance of the 'Hen Pecks'
gave nothing in her performance to which the slightest
objections cold be raised.
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The 'Todalo' according to Miss Seeley is a dance of
Spanish origin in which no possible objection could be raised,
and seeing her the number bears out her statements.
Miss Seeley will shortly appear in vaudeville, where she
has been often imitated and grossly exaggerated. Her picture
are on the front cover of this issue.
Topeka Daily Capital - January 26, 1912
The 'Turkey Trot' hails from San Francisco. It was
brought East by Miss Blossom Seeley, when she made her first
metropolitan debut with Lew Fields in 'The Hen Pecks' at the
Broadway theater. The dance made her famous in a night. It
has been described as a stationary dance. The motion of the
dance is more with the shoulders and the arms. There is an
occasional glide to change positions or reverse. There have
been exaggerated interpretations of the dance given on variety
stages, but society is contented with the more modified form.
The music for the dance must be the 'raggiest rag' possible.
'Alexander's Ragtime Band' probably is the favorite tune for
the dance.
Indianapolis Star - March 4, 1912 - Winter Gardens
Blossom Seeley, who was one of the principal features in
'The Hen Pecks' seen here several weeks ago has been added to
the new show at the New York Winter Gardens.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - March 6, 1912 - Three ring show
'A Night with the Pierrots,' includes stars Stella Mayhew,
Al Jolson and Blossom Seeley 'Whirl of Society,' and
'Sesostra'. Blossom Seeley songs - 'Toddling the Todalo.
Blossom Seeley scored heavily in the final song of 'The Whirl,'
How Do you do, Miss Ragtime.'
American Musical Theatre-by Gerald Bordman
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In the Max Reinhardt's 'Sumurun' (a wordless play)a ramp
was used. In 'A Night with the Perrot's' a similar ramp was used.
In this play the cast came from back to footlights-a ragtime
burlesque of the wordless play. The burlesque included a
Ragtime Sextet' based on Lucia di Lammermoor) with Al Jolson
and Jose Collins among the singers and ended with Blossom
Seeley inviting the rest of the cast to join in one by one doing
'Toddling the Todalo'.
How Do You Do, Miss Ragtime - 1912

photo-Seeley
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Brooklyn Life - March 16, 1912
Blossom Seeley, the 'Todalo Glide' girl
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Brooklyn Daily Eagle - March 17, 1912
Another musical comedy entertainer on the program is
Blossom Seeley, known as the San Francisco girl, who first
brought the 'Turkey Trot' to the Eastern stage. In original
costumes, Miss Seeley will be heard in a repertoire of song.

March 17, 1912
Sun (N.Y.) - March 24, 1912 - Bronx Theater
Another entertainer will be Blossom Seeley, who has
returned to vaudeville with a singing and dancing offering.
Variety - May, 1912
Blossom Seeley is herself again. She came back at
Hammerstein's Monday, in the right sense, with three new
songs, each one getting over although one of her best number
'On Circus Day' was employed to open the turn making
'Trolley Car Swing' (the second song) seem tame by
comparisons. Miss Seeley can sing 'rag'; there's one better at it.
She sings them all over, but this jumping in and out of
productions, to vaudeville and back again, will never help a
'single' who depends upon origination to help 'make' a
number. It seems to destroy the vaudeville stride, or at least
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confuse it. Likewise the absences heaps up the difficulties of
securing songs for vaudeville that have yet been previously
used. However, Miss Seeley's broke in right Monday, and can
keep right on. Besides the two mentioned she has a good
number in 'Robert E. Lee'. Although it was 11:15 when this,
her third song was finished, the applause obliged her to
respond with 'Todalo' that got over too. Miss Seeley followed
all the singing at Hammerstein's and realizing her position
worked so quickly she gave the four number in ten minutes. No
she walked out, and that they patiently waited after master
Gabriel and eleven o'clock attested strongly is the Blossom
Seeley' name on the program and popularity. Miss Seeley was
prettily dressed and did not change costumes, not having the
time if the dresses were there. With 'Trolley Ride' first and
'Circus Day ' second the set will be a hit.
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New York Times - May 15 - Hammerstein's
Blossom Seeley, Gertrude Vanderbilt, Ethel Green and
May West, all with recent Broadway musical comedy
productions, will be joint headliner at Hammerstein's Victoria
Theatre next week, presenting their various specialties of
dancing and singing.
New York Times - May 28, 1912 - Artists for Ren Shield's
benefit.
Among those who are to appear at the performance at the
Grand Opera House next Sunday night for the benefit of Ren
Shields are George M. Cohan, Harry Fox and the Millership
sisters, Irving Berlin, Blossom Seeley, Montgomery and Stone,
Cliff Gordon, Lee Harrison, Bobby North, Harry Kelly, Forbes
and Bowman, James J. Morton, Eddie Foy, Ashley and Lee,
Elizabeth Murray, Jean Schwartz, Leon Errol, Al Jolson,
Raymond Hitchcock, the Dolly Sisters, George Evans, Hoe
Howard and Mabel McCane, Mabel Hite, Newman and
Goldsmith's Texas Tommy Dancers.
Variety - August, 1912 - Charity Girl
Hardly had the audience been seated when Blossom
Seeley wandered out and started the number procession with
one of the most vulgar set of lyrics in captivity. The effect,
entitled 'I'd Rather be a Sparrow Than a Charity Bum' gave
the piece a black eye it never recovered from. At that the title
was slightly modified from the original name which dealt with
naked fact only.
The 'Ghetto Glide' handled by Henry Fink and Blossom
Seeley and finishing with a 'rag' dance, took the comedy
honors, which suggest that at least one more comedy number
in the hands of the same number, in the hands of the same
couple could be consistently added. Miss Seeley was welcome at
all times barring the few minutes she wasted with her opening
number. Near the final curtain she walked off with the
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individual hit of the show when occupying the stage alone
singing 'A Ragtime Melody.' 'Todaloing' her way through
several choruses and encores.
Inter Ocean - August 1, 1912 - Studebaker Theater
'The Charity Girl,' third week. Principals, Ralph Hertz,
Blossom Seeley, C. Morton Horne and Marie Flynn.
Chicago Daily Tribune - August 4, 1912
Blossom Seeley, Turkey Trot. Don't sound as though they
had much in common, do they? Just the same, Blossom Seeley
says she is the girl who brought the turkey trot east and very
proud she is of it.
Back in San Francisco they'd been dancing a trot for a
long time and hadn't thought doing more about it than if it had
been any ordinary kind of a two-step. But one war there man
from the east who afterward is married to Miss Seeley, Joe
Kane, he told her he was quite sure she could still go with it if
she went to New York. If you really think so,' Miss Seeley said,
strongly, 'I'll go.'
I really do think so,' Mr. Kane informed her, 'but before
you start you'd better have somebody who could support you
in it.
And so we got married,' Miss Seeley said, laughing. 'And
we and the turkey trot went east.
And that's some distance along n the story about Seeley. I
interviewed her and I know about her. I'll tell you if you're
interested. she's the tough girl in 'The Charity Girl' at the
Studebaker, you know. He wasn't in her dressing room when I
got there. but she came in just a minute later and was awfully c
cordial and a little nervous. That impressed me most about her
was just that she looked so robust and generally 'different.' She
was strong, plump an had little hands, and a beautiful vigorous
face. I said something to her about liking her looks and why
and she laughed.
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I know why I look that way and now , she said. 'I used to
be neat as to a cowgirl. All my people and I have lived for years
on a ranch near San Leando? which is just outside of Oakland,
Ca. I have lived out of doors practically all of my life. I've
ridden horses done all those things. That accounts for my
healthy appearance and my real love.
Did you always mean to go on the stage.?'
Miss Seeley drew a long breath and clasped her hand
over her knew.
Always,' she said. 'I always knew that someday I would
say good-by to the ranch. My father died, when I was a little
girl and after a time it became necessary realize to do
something to help my mother . So I went to San Francisco and
tried -- bookings of some sort.'
Bookings:' I repeated. 'did you know that such things
then?' she nodded.
Dear, yes. don't you suppose I had been way up on such
things ever since I was able to put letters together. I should say
I know about bookings. and I knew how to dance.
'She taught You?'
Nobody. Nobody teaches me how. My dancing just came
to me naturally. I make it up as I go along.'
But,' I said, 'I should think they would always different
and that you would keep an orchestra all mixed up. How about
The first night of a show,' she said, 'I do my dance. That
is, I remember just know and when I do certain steps. Keep tab
on myself and the orchestra. After that I always do the dance
the same as I have done it at that performance.'
'I see,' I said. 'Now go on please, and tell me about how
you got started finally.'
She began to talk eagerly and her eyes sparkled. This girl
is on the stage more for the love of it than the money. Anybody
with half an eye could see that.
'They let me do songs and dances in cafes,' she said. 'It
was hard work. O, just wasn't it hard work! Some places I
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don't go on until 1 'clock in the morning, and I was only
fourteen, so I missed my sleep. I can tell you, for I wasn't the
kind to do much sleeping days. But I loved it.
'Then I got a place in a stock company there and maybe
you think I wasn't proud. And how I worked! It was while I
was with this company that Mr. Kane came to town. He's the
man I married, you know.'
I didn't know. She told me about him. He saw her do the
turkey trot and foresaw success for her like a regular little-seer
and married her and brought her east.
First they came to Chicago.
She would go to managers and say:
'I am Blossom Seeley and I can do a perfectly lovely
;dance that will be the hit of the season. Let me show you.' but
the hard-hearted managers would shake their head and
answer.
'Young lady we hear that story every day. Every day!
And they would turn their backs and absolutely refused to be
shown. so then she went to New York and had the same kind of
a time there. but there she got an engagement with the Lew
Fields company in 'The Hen Pecks.'
'I went to Mr. Fields and begged and pleaded with him to
let me put on the dance. I wanted him to let me have two or
three couples and just try it. but Mr. J. J. Shubert wagged his
head and all his fingers and toes and declared it wouldn't do.'
'That might do all right for vaudeville,' he said, 'but not
for $2 audiences'. I had been doing a few little vaudeville stunts
around while I was waiting for an engagement by the way.
'So the show opened and Blossom wasn't doing her
turkey trot. It gave a few tryouts in a couple of towns and then
we came back to New York and then' she paused and laughed.
'The? I repeated.
'Then,' she said, 'I took my life in my feet as it were and
did the turkey trot.'
I gasped
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'But didn't they almost murder you' I asked.
'Murder me! They loved me,' she told me. 'The dear old
turkey trot made one of the hits of the piece, you see. "And
believe me they came across with the glad hand. As for me, I
wasn't surprised at all, for I had known that if they would only
once see me dance it the way I knew how they'd be pleased.'
But how about your partner? She laughed gayly.
'O,' she said, 'of course he was in on the secret, too.'
She's a dear!
Oakland Tribune - August 15, 1912 -Chicago objects.
Blossom Seeley is in trouble again. This time the product
of San Francisco has run afoul of the police censor in Chicago
and for once the police censor has the backing of the critics. In
'The Charity Girl,' Miss Seeley sings a song with a title that is
the limit of offensiveness. The critics roasted the song and
particularly the title, and the police censor has ordered the
song and title sterilized. This has made Miss Seeley very angry,
and she says she is as good a judge as anyone as to what is
proper on the stage and complains that to change the title of
the ballad would be like draping a statue of Venus de Medici
because someone was prudish.

August 29, 1912
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October3, 1912
There are reminders of vaudeville when Blossom Seeley
& Henry Fink do the 'Ghetto Glide' almost as long as
'Gotterdammerung'
Wichita Beacon - October 17, 1912
Among the stars of baseball who will been seen the
coming season on the vaudeville stage is 'Rube' Marquard, star
pitcher of the New York Giants, who has formed an alliance
with Blossom Seeley, the sketch they will use being written by
Thomas J. Gray. Gray is also at work on a sketch to be used by
Germany Schaefer and Nick Altrock, the clowns of the
Washington team. Mike Donlin, of the Pittsburgh National
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League team, has formed a partnership with Tom Lewis, who
has just closed a short season with 'The Yankee Prince.'
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette - October 27, 1912
Now that the season of baseball madness is at an end, we
are to have an influx of stars of the diamond in vaudeville and
musical comedy. Rube Marquard, the phenomenal pitcher of
the Giants, has formed an alliance with Blossom Seeley of 'The
Charity Girl' company and will appear shortly in a sketch
written by Thomas J. Gray. Mr. Gray is also writing an act for
Germany Schaefer and Nick Altrock, the two clowns of the
Washington Americans. The death of Mabel Hite, the wife of
Mike Donlin, will delay for a time the vaudeville appearance of
the latter in connection with Tom Lewis in a sketch.
The Sun (N.Y.) - October 27, 1912 - Rube Marquard at the
Victoria-John J. McGraw at the Colonial
Rube Marquard and Blossom Seeley will be featured at
Hammerstein's Victoria this week. They will be seen in a
musical skit called 'The Nineteenth Straight.'

October 28, 1912
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November 17, 1912
Inter Ocean - December 15, 1912
The Palace Music Hall will have 'Rube' Marquard, the
baseball pitcher, and Blossom Seeley, as the chief attraction of
its new vaudeville program, beginning Monday afternoon.
They sing and dance in a skit called 'Breaking the Record, or
Nineteen Straight.'

December 16, 1912
San Francisco Call - December 20, 1912 - Mighty Rube says he
won't stand for any more abuse from boss Muggsy McGraw.
Rube Marquard says he will never play ball again.
'I'm tired being the goat,' is the way 'Rube' the great,
once dubbed the $11.000 lemon, puts it.
Rube looked like he meant exactly what he said, but the
star southpaw of the New York giants is in vaudeville. He is
showing at a local theater this week with Blossom Seeley.
'I've got the right hunch on this stage business,' the Rube
went on, beaming self-consciously. 'You see, I Don't take much
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acting seriously. I just did it along. Why? Well, I know I can't
sing nor I can't dance. But I don't try to fool 'em. See?'
Rube reflected a moment and then continued:
'I'm booked with Miss Seeley up to June 5 next, when we
finish on the Pacific coast. I am through with big league
baseball-sick and tired of being the goat.'
'But-' began an interviewer.
Rube interposed, saying: 'Oh, I tell you, I have had
enough of McGraw's rough stuff, and I won't join the Giants.
They say I'm holding out for $10,000, but I never said that.
Maybe I am signed up for two more years, but that's all the
good it will do the 'Giants and McGraw. Why, McGraw is
telling his audiences in vaudeville that he saw a $40,000 muff in
a shop window. It's a pretty hard jolt at Snodgrass. That's
McGraw all over, though. Fred deserves better treatment
from his manager.'
Rube stopped short to get his breath.
'I made good last year,' h e resumed.
'I won two World's Series games.
'Are you going to get married soon?' was the next
question.
'Yes, on January 17.'
'And the girl?'
'Miss Blossom Seeley. That's all I will say on that.'
Marquard will go to Denver next week and then on to
Winnipeg. His skit is entitled 'Winning Nineteen Straight.'
Tacoma Times - December 21, 1912 - Rube Marquard has a
real pipe dream.
'Twinkle twinkle, little footlights: how I revel in your
keen delights.
Thus paraphrasing an old nursery rhyme, is about the
way Rube Marquard, pitcher for the New York Giants, who is
now doing a vaudeville stunt with Blossom Seeley looks upon
his new profession.
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Rube Marquard
Rube says he is tired of being the 'goat' and is through
with big league baseball for good.
'I've got the right hunch on this stage business,' said
Marquard here today.
'You see, I don't take much acting seriously. I just kid it
along. Why? Well, I know I can't sing and I know I can't
dance. But I don't try to fool 'em see? I've had enough of
McGraw's rough stuff and I won't join the Giants in the
spring. They say I'm holding out for $10,000, but I never said
that. but-well, Miss Seeley and I are booked until next June
and I kinda like it.' Miss Seeley and Marquard appear in
Denver next week. They are playing a sketch entitled,
'Winning Nineteen Straight.'
1913

Blossom,1913
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The musical comedy star with Rube at the Orpheum this week.

January 11, 1913
Winnipeg Tribune - January 15, 1913 - He's a Canuck but no
actor. Former Giant pitcher says audience and himself manage
to hit it off, nevertheless.
He's a Canuck, is Rube Marquard, the famous pitcher
appearing at the Orpheum this week.
'I don't know Western Canada half as well as I should
like to,' he said yesterday. 'You see I came from Quebec, and
was pretty small when I left. But I guess it's the Canadian
brawn in my good left arm that put me where I am now.
'Do I think I'm an actor? I do not-neither does anybody
else. Just the same, the audience and I always manage to hit it
off together n the pleasantest sort of way, and part good
friends.
'By the way, have you observed Miss Seeley's pitching?
some little pitcher, that! And look at the things she can do that
I can't-such as singing and dancing, for instance.'
And all that Blossom said to this was 'Oh, rube!'
San Francisco Call - January 16, 1913 - Fickle footlights fairy
may now marry famous National League pitcher.
'Rube' Marquard's escapade with Blossom Seeley,
formerly of the Kolb and Dill chorus of this city, was extended
one short chapter yesterday by a decree of divorce granted by
Justice Newburger in the New York City Supreme Court to
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Joseph Kane, the woman's husband. Marquard who was a
pitcher of the New York National League baseball team,
became involved with Miss Seeley, who was known off the
stage by her husband's name. The troubles of the famous star
of the diamond and the pretty girl of the San Francisco
footlights, began six months ago, when Kane, whose correct
name is Joseph Cahen, discovered that his wife was too
friendly with Marquard and set a trap to prove in the courts
his assertion that she was untrue.
Blossom Seeley was always fickle, according to records of
the local police and emergency hospitals. The girl, who is said
to be remarkably good looking and intelligent, created a
sensation here on the evening of April 16, 1909, when she
attempted suicide in her apartments at Ellis and Fillmore
Streets because of her infatuation for Mike Bernard, a
musician. Bernard had shown attention to another young
woman and Blossom unbraided him for his transfer of
affections from hero to the newly found sweetheart. She took
morphine, but failed to swallow enough to cause death. She
was treated at the emergency hospital by Doctor Tillman and
soon recovered.
In the latter part of October Blossom Seeley was next
heard of as one of the principals n vaudeville with Marquard.
The play was put on at a prominent New York playhouse, with
Marquard and the girl in the main roles. Kane, her husband,
became violently jealous, and Blossom carried her case to the
New York Courts and sent back to San Francisco to obtain
evidence that would offset her husband's charges. She was not
successful.
Kane stood the humiliation of press publicity of his wife's
erring ways until he finally sued for a divorce, and, the case
being undefended, he was granted a decree of separation from
the woman whom he now says;
'Led me a mighty warm chase through the recent years of
my life.'
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Pittsburgh Daily Post - February 4, 1913 - Giant pitcher to wed
his vaudeville partner. Rube Marquard and Blossom Seeley
announce marriage for tomorrow or next day.
'Rube' Marquard and Blossom Seeley, now in Spokane,
will marry here Wednesday or Thursday, they announced
today, if no legal obstacle prevents. Miss Seeley today wired
New York lawyers to learn if the divorce decree from her
secured by Julius Kane, last month, forbids her marriage to
the Giant pitcher.
The pair, in vaudeville, declare they would have married
the day the divorce was granted, but were in Canada and
wanted to get back to the States. Rube's name was mentioned
by Kane in the suit. Plans for the wedding call for flashlight
photos and moving pictures to outdo Bat Nelson ceremony.
'Rube' insists he has quit baseball and roasts treatment by
McGraw.

February 16, 1913
Oregon Daily Journal - February 17, 1913
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Blossom Seeley, who made her first appearance at the
Orpheum this afternoon, in an act in which Rube Marquard,
the great Giant pitcher, is her partner, is a stellar figure on the
musical comedy stage, and has many notable successes to her
credit. Miss Seeley was the star of 'The Charity Girl' in that
production's extra ordinary long engagement in Chicago.

Blossom
Variety - March, 1913
Bookings around New York are being arranged by
Morris & Feil for Blossom Seeley as a 'single.' Miss Seeley will
play alone while her ball-pitching husband is trying to get the
Giants at the top of the first column.
San Francisco Call - March 2, 1913 - Orpheum
Orpheum vaudeville will be exhibited this week in its
most varied, novel and meritorious program, headed by Rube
Marquard is famous as a record breaking pitcher of the New
York club in the National League. Miss Seeley is a great
favorite on Broadway, where she gained fame with many
musical comedy productions. 'Breaking the Record, or
Nineteen Straight,' is the title of their offering, the music of
which is by Maurice Levi and the book by Thomas J. Gray.
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March 3, 1913
Variety - November 1913
Rube Marquard may be traded to Boston of some other
team before next season, but that won't keep him from adding
to the family coffers with his present vaudevilling with his wife,
Blossom Seeley. Rube's regular work is pitching, and he's a
good one when right. Rube was off color in the resent World's
Series, but still hands on to that world's record of nineteen
straight. That Rube had tough luck against the "Athletics is
made the butt of some hearty puns in the skit Rube and Miss
Seeley have at the Palace this week. Blossom has not done any
stage work since long back. In the suffragette offering she does
the bulk of the talking and singing. She sang a new song, 'My
Base Ball Man' written by Tommy Gray and Raymond
Walker, which fits her like a glove. (It is the number she
should make the most of.) The skit has Blossom as the
owneress of a female nine who brings Rube in the big game in
woman's garb. For several minutes pictures are shown of
Blossom and Rube playing the game at the Polo Grounds
before empty seats. Rube is finally discovered and is chased of
the field. They chamber on to the stage from the front for a
little chatter and a song is 'one.' Oh, yes they did a little dance
which Blossom said took her all summer to teach him. The
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biggest laugh came when Miss Seeley remarked, 'I'd put you in
to pitch Rube, if you had a good game left in you.' Another
result when Rube kidded himself about the baseball articles he
wrote. The dialog opens in Mr. and Mrs. Rube's apartment,
where Rube is doing the hash slinging stunt. Tommy Gray has
given the pair the best act they have yet had. It should pass as
the road as well as in the N.Y. houses. Rube's still a curiosity
by reason of his Giants connection, while Blossom has ability to
entertain without any call on the Marquard diamond prestige
to aid her. They had the best spot on the Palace program.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - December 21, 1913 - Four one-act
sketches featured at Orpheum.
Christmas week will be observed at B. F. Keith's
Orpheum Theater with a bill of specialties and one-act
sketches, four of the latter being featured. Rube Marquard and
Blossom Seeley will offer for the first time in Brooklyn their
new playlet, 'The suffragette Pitcher,' which has to do with a
female baseball team. At the last minute the captain is notified
that her star pitcher is taken suddenly ill. Rube is dressed up in
woman's attire and palmed off as the pitcher. Motion pictures
then depict the progress of the game. Rube's wig becomes
disarranged at a critical moment and the crowd, becoming
incensed at the deception, chases him and the captain off the
field. Some new songs, written for the vaudeville appearance of
this team, are used during the action of the skit.
1914
Sun (N.Y.) - February 18, 1914
The Bronx Theater this week has Rube Marquard and
Blossom Seeley playing the 'Suffrage Pitcher.
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May 25, 1914
Reading Times - November 20, 1914 - Larry McLean in
vaudeville
Larry McLean, catcher of the Giants, announces here
that he has signed with Rube Marquard and Blossom Seeley
for a vaudeville tour, which soon will open in this city. The trio
will play several of the large cities on the way West and is
booked as far as the coast. The Marquard-Seeley act was never
a great hit, but McLean thinks he can improve it.
New York Times - December 14, 1914
Rube married Blossom Seeley, his vaudeville partner, in
1913 and has spent several season on the stage of a member of
the team of Blossom Seeley and husband.
Washington Herald - December 20, 1914
The Shuberts have not decided whether to send Al Jolson
out with 'Dancing Around' when the show leaves the Winter
Gardens next month for a road tour or hold him there to head
the next production, which will be made shortly. Valeska
Suratt and Blossom Seeley have been engaged for the new
show.
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1915

January 1, 1915
Variety - January, 1915
The bill loomed up pretty well with Blossom Seeley, away
in the lead. Miss Seeley sang 5 numbers, putting them over big,
and at the finish 'Rube' Marquard came on and bowed the
acknowledgement for the whole family. Miss Seeley was a real
hit of the bill.
Wichita Beacon - March 20, 1915 - Once had Mike Bernard,
princess act, as pianist.
Mike Bernard, a ragtime player of noteworthy record in
the Orpheum Circuit, assisted by Harry Sykes, will replace
George Ellis & Company at the Princess theater Monday, the
management announced today. Mr. Bernard formerly was
with Blossom Seeley, once widely known on the Orpheum
circuit, who now is appearing with Rube Marquard in variety ,
Camm and Theira will replace Wallie Brooks.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - June 27, 1915 - Henderson Music Hall
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Blossom Seeley, who by a coincidence, appears at the
seashore the same week that her husband 'Rube' Marquard
will be here with the Giants, who play Brooklyn. She has a
complete new repertoire of songs and is fresh from her recent
Western tour.

June 29, 1915
Indianapolis News - September 11, 1915 - Ned Wayburn's
'Town Topics'
Blossom Seeley in cast.
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September 12, 1915
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - December 27, 1915 -'Stop, Look and
Listen'
Blossom Seeley in cast and appears as a Hula-Hula girl
and made a hit.
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1916
Pittsburgh Daily Post - January 2, 1916
Blossom Seeley cannot be left out-The latter did especially
well in the 'Hula Hula' song which Irving Berlin has composed
in the Hawaiian style. Berlin song 'I Love A Piano' in show.
Variety - February, 1916
The 'Stop, Look and Listen' production at the Globe will
not have the benefit of the services of Blossom Seeley after this
Saturday. She gave 'notice' to the management of couple of
weeks ago, and intends to re-enter vaudeville February 28th at
Shea's, Buffalo.
Gazette Globe (K.C.) - February 27, 1916
Blossom Seeley has left the Gaby Deslye show, 'Stop,
Look and Listen' and has planned to re-enter vaudeville. She
may be seen over the Orpheum circuit before long.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - March 19, 1916
Blossom Seeley at Palace Theater
New York Times - March 26, 1916 - Alhambra Theater
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'The Golden Night' - Blossom Seeley with a luster of new
syncopated melodies.
Pittsburgh Daily Post - March 29, 1916
Blossom Seeley, singer, on bill.
Pittsburgh Daily Post - April 21, 1916 - Davis Theater
Blossom Seeley the wife of Rube Marquard, Brooklyn
pitcher.
Pittsburgh Daily Post - April 23, 1916
That jingle about the Celtic railroader, 'Off again, on
again, gone again Finnegan,' applies to the experiences of
'Blossom Seeley, the syncopated singer whose first appearance
in vaudeville in Pittsburgh is to be registered at the Davis
Theater tomorrow afternoon. Blossom Seeley, who in private
life is the wife of Rube Marquard, pitcher of the Brooklyn
baseball club, appears in vaudeville one week and the next
stars in a musical show. Rotating from one to the other, she
manages to keep her exchequer sound as an American
government bond.
She is a San Francisco girl who came East unheralded.
She made a spectacular hit and in one night was the talk of
Broadway. She has scored frequently under Mr. Fields
management and with 'The Passing Shows,' and this season
left the musical revue, 'Stop, Look and Listen,' where she
achieved one of the most pronounced hits, to accept a salary in
vaudeville double that which had been paid her.
A breezy, vivacity, an innate sense of humor and much
magnetic personality enable her to 'get her songs across with a
punch,' as they say in the theater.
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April 23, 1916
Blossom Seeley, appears in vaudeville at the Davis
Pittsburgh Daily Post - April 24, 1916
At this time of the year, when the fancy of young men and
old girls and women in the springtime and the sere and yellow
leaf, lightly turns to thoughts of the national pastime, the wife
of a noted baseball player is as important a figure as the 'first
lady of the land.' What does she look like, how does she dress,
what does she know about the sport of the 'diamond,' what
does she think of her hero-husband-these and many other
speculations are rife to the thoughts of the fan as the bell clangs
and the umpire calls:
'Play ball!'
Consider for the moment Blossom Seeley, the wife of
Rube Marquard, that erratic but brilliant and sometime
sensational slabman of the Brooklyn superbas, who registered
a new world's record when he pitched McGraw's 'nine' to 19
successive victories.
Blossom-that's an appropriate name for Miss Seeley, or
Mrs. Marquard, who is in Pittsburgh this week at the New
Davis Theater. She looks like a blossom-a fresh blown flower of
femininity, pretty as the bud and fragile as the blossom. She is
a singer of syncopated melodies, songs written for her in
broken measure and restricted solely to her exclusive use.
Perhaps you saw her with Lew Fields in 'The Never Homes;'
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perhaps you saw her with Shuberts' 'The Passing Show,' or
maybe, if you have been East this season, you looked in upon
her at the big musical revue, 'Stop, Look and Listen.'
Certainly, you have never seen her in vaudeville in your home
town, for this will be the first time Pitt PA. has entertained
her in the two-a-day-or rather that she has entertain Pitt, PA.
She is a San Francisco girl, born and bred on the Pacific
coast, who made her debut in Western music halls as a singer
of ballads and who came East four or five seasons ago to make
new conquests. Her beauty and voice instantly hit Broadway in
the region of the heart and over night she became the rage of
the town. It was Miss Seeley's intense interest in the American
national game that made her the wife of Marquard. She had
been playing a long run in New York in the height of the
baseball season, and was a frequenter of the Polo Grounds. t
There she met the pitcher, who harbored some lurking
ambition for the footlights. There was a bond of mutual
interest between them and Miss Seeley undertook to give
Marquard some theatrical training. In the following fall they
appeared together in a vaudeville skit arranged by her and
that season they were married.
Miss Seeley is one of the best dressed women on the stage.
That doesn't mean that she is garishly gowned. Quite the
contrary, her tastes are rather simple but elegant. She runs to
simplicity of attire, but extravagance of texture and the height
of the style. She has an active, alert mind, keeps 'au falt' on all
subjects of public importance, is an inveteracy reader of the
newspapers and love light but not trashy literature. She is an
authority on baseball. No umpire could get away with an
unfair decision on a close play with Blossom Seeley watching
him. She knows the technique of the game, as well as Honus
Wagner knows it, and her quick mind figures out the intricate
strategy of the playa with the same astuteness and celerity that
have been McGraw's secret so long. "She has faith in the
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Giants, believes they will win the pennant, but concedes that
McGraw has to keep his 'weather eye' on the Pirates.
Miss Seeley's voice is a rich mezzo soprano of velvety
quality and resonant tone. She was thoroughly cultivated in
music under the best masters of the voice in San Francisco and
abroad.; she is a woman of excellent education, her father
being a man of ample means and of social position.

April 26,1916
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - April 30, 1916
Blossom Seeley, ragtime singer, and wife of Rube
Marquard will be the headliner at the Flatbush this week. Miss
Seeley will be heard in a new group of ragtime songs.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - May 2, 1916 - Flatbush Theater Blossom Seeley new songs this week at Flatbush.
Blossom Seeley, wife of 'Rube' Marquard, tops an
interesting bill this week at the Flatbush. Miss Seeley has a
brand new collection of catchy songs with which she pleases.
She is assisted by Melville Morris at the piano.
Evening World - May 16, 1916
Among the featured is Blossom Seeley. She sang herself
into favor last night.
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September 1, 1916
Pittsburgh Daily Post - September 3, 1916
Blossom Seeley, comedienne of Lew Fields' shows and the
musical revue, 'Stop, Look and Listen,' is coming with Billy
Bailey and Lynn Cowan in an act called 'Seeley's Syncopated
Studio.' She is the wife of the famous baseball pitcher, 'Rube'
Marquard.

September 16, 1916
Indianapolis News - September 16, 1916
A trifle late, but unapologetic, B. F. Keith's will open its
regular winter season with a shout next Monday when Blossom
Seeley and other variety stars get together for a week's funmaking. Miss Seeley, now Mrs. Rube Marquard, whose
specialty is ragtime, will appear in a skit, 'Seeley's Syncopated
Studio,' assisted by Bill Bailey and Lynn Cowen.
Indianapolis News - September 19, 1916 - 'Big Time' and
Blossom at B. F. Keith's
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They're back on 'big time' at B. F. Keith's and right
merrily the new season has been started on its way.
Blossom Seeley, in private life Mrs. Rube Marquard,
features the bill, and is just as sunny on the stage as her
famous pitcher-husband is on the Brooklyn ball lot when he
has hurled another victory. Rube-our own Rube of 1908-lost
yesterday, and gave the missus a bit of the blues, but she
entertained two audiences in pennant-winning style. Miss
Seeley's act is styled 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.' She is most
capably assisted in her song and dance numbers by Bill Bailey
and Lynn Cowan, versatile young men who play the piano,
banjo, cello and saxophone, in connection with Miss Seeley's
vocal numbers. The entertainer sings delightfully, and it is not
hard to see why Rube feels a little fondly toward his 'ragtime
singin' gal.'

September 19, 1916
Cincinnati Enquirer - September 28, 1916
Another welcome feature will be the first appearance
here for a long time of Blossom Seeley, a favorite entertainer in
New York. Assisted by Bill Bailey and Lynn Cowan, Miss
Seeley will present a respectory which has been labeled
'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.'
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December 9, 1916

November 13, 1916

December 10, 1916

December 24, 1916

Brooklyn Daily Eagle - December 31, 1916 - Keith's Bushwick
Theater
This week variety is represented by Blossom Seeley's
'Syncopation'
1917
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - January 2. 1917 - 'Rubeville' at
Bushwick. Blossom Seeley also makes hit with her 'Syncopated
Studio.'
A mélange of rural mirth and melody called 'Rubeville,'
is the leading feature of the bill at the Bushwick this week. The
scene is in a country grocery store and post office, with a
crowd of yokels sitting around playing checkers and gossiping.
the advance agent of a burlesque show arrives and then there
is singing, dancing, a country band plays and there is a lot of
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fun. The enormous audience applauded it heartily. blossom
Seeley appeared in a music sketch, entitled 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio,' assisted by Bailey and Cowan, and sang a
number of new ragtime songs.
Washington Herald - January 7, 1917 - Keith's
Blossom Seeley, supported by Bill Bailey & Lynn Cowan
in 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.'
Washington Times - January 16, 1917
Miss Blossom Seeley, with the assistance of Bill Bailey
and Lynn Cowan syncopates her way into the good graces of
the audience. The act is entitled 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.'
Miss Seeley is as finished as ever in all of her numbers, and
Bailey and Cowan, we don't know which is which, added
greatly to the piece with rare banjo, cello, piano, and
saxophone accompaniments.
New York Tribune - January 30, 1917 - Colonial Theater special revival bill.
Blossom Seeley is perhaps a little more of a full blown
blossom; otherwise she is just the same. The act is called
'Seeley's Syncopated Studio,' with Bill Bailey & Lynn Cowan.
Variety - February 2, 1917 - Keith's (Phil)
Miss Seeley wears a lot of flashy clothes and has some
new songs along with several which have been sung here
before. She also has bill Bailey, a banjoist, and Lynn Cowan, a
pianist and singer, to help out. The boys are a big help to Miss
Seeley and the trio pulled own a liberal share of the honors.
Miss Seeley is going in strong for the 'pep' stuff in the finishes
'in one' and it took her offering with big applause
Atlanta Constitution - February 16, 1916 - Forsyth Theater
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Blossom Seeley (Mrs. Rube Marquard) the magnetic
spark of vaudeville, and her company of ragtime musicians
will headline next week at Keith's vaudeville show at the
Forsyth Theater.

February 18, 1917
Atlanta Constitution - February 19, 1917 - Mrs. Rube
Marquard
Blossom Seeley, the 'Todalo Girl' and the Queen of
Ragtime' to vaudeville fans and Mrs. Rube Marquard to
baseball bugs, is headliner of the Keith vaudeville show at the
Forsyth this week in her own splendid ragtime skit 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio.'
Atlanta Constitution - February 22, 1917 - Everybody loves
Ragtime, says Blossom Seeley.
'There's a little bit of ragtime in every sane little human,'
according to Blossom Seeley, celebrated as the 'Todalo Girl'
and acknowledged as the 'High Potentate of syncopated
melody,' who headlines the Keith vaudeville show at the
Forsyth this week.
'That's as true a thing as you ever heard,' she continued.
'sometime it's awfully hard to discover it in some of our longfaced dyspeptics, but it's there just the same, and bringing it to
the surface is just the thing I've been devoting my life to for
some little time.
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'Do you know, I'm firmly convinced that ragtime streak is
one of the best attributes of human nature. Why? Simply
because when one is enjoying ragtime there is no room for Old
Man Trouble, and what better could one do than to banish
trouble and spread joy?'
'Seeley's Syncopated Studio,' the act Miss Seeley offers
with the assistance of such banjo and piano experts as Bill
Bailey and Lynn Cowan, is highly successful in its mission of
banishing gloom, and Miss Seeley qualifies in superlative
degrees as a singer and dancer who leaves nothing to be
desired. Miss Seeley is one of the real celebrities of the
vaudeville stage. She is accompanied by Rube Marquard, the
celebrated Brooklyn pitcher.
New Castle Herald - March 26, 1917 - The Hippodrome
Blossom Seeley, known to vaudeville fans as 'The Todalo
Girl' and high potentate of syncopated melody, and to baseball
fans as Mrs. Rube Marquard, is up to her old tricks again, and
because of this ragtime has a new impetus. Miss Seeley will be
at the Hippodrome, at Youngstown, this week to demonstrate.
She headlines the Keith bill.
Miss Seeley was the first syncopated singer of sufficient
artistic merit to blend harmoniously with the surroundings of a
two dollar Broadway production, and she has continued
among the most aluminous stars of the theatre ever since. She
is now out Seeleying-Seeley and in a little ragtime skit called
'Seeley's Syncopated Studio,' she, with the assistance of two
other princes of ragtime, Bill Bailey and Lynn Cowan, is
absolutely at her best.
If this country has any folk songs, they are the songs of
the South, and regardless of any composers that may develop
in this country 'My Old Kentucky Home,' 'Old Black Joe,'
'The Swanee River' and many other of these remarkable songs
will be the means of giving this country a place musically.
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Weekly Gazette Globe (K.C.) - March 29, 1917
Blossom Seeley's new act is now called 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio,' and she is assisted by Lyn Cowan and Bill
Bailey. The latter is a banjoist who was formerly a partner of
Jim Morgan, the male half of Jim & Betty Morgan, who have
been playing in Orpheum vaudeville this season. Miss Seeley's
new act will probably be seen in the Orpheum houses before
long, as it has registered strongly.

April 9, 1917
Variety - August, 1917 - Blossom Seeley - 27 minutes - Seeley's
syncopated Studio.
Blossom Seeley revealed an act at the Brighton Theater
this week that is going to make the majority of singers who
come under the same general classification as does Miss Seeley
sit up and take notice-incidentally. She has set a pace the
majority are going to find extremely hard to follow. Miss
Seeley in addition to herself has a company of five men-three of
whom are without a doubt the greatest 'rag' singers ever
turned out of caberatdom, collectively and individually.
Together they sing wonderfully well, harmonizing in a manner
that would put them over on any bill, and separately each; one
is capable of and does deliver a solo, each one of which stands
out as a big hit as any other individual effort in the act. In
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addition to the trio, there is a pianist on the stage and then, oh
then, she has got the meanest jazz cornet stuck away down in
the pit with the regular musicians and he sure does deliver
heavy, wicked music. All told, there are 9 members in the act,
exclusive of the prolog, delivered in one by Miss Seeley. The
latter was written by Cliff Hess, and it states in simple manners
the aims of the principal & producer in presenting the act to
vaudeville. It won a hand from the Monday night audience.
Then when the curtains are parted for boys are disclosed on
stage, one at the piano., and the trio standing about a chair on
which Miss Seeley seats herself. A number in which all four are
concerned is delivered. That it scores goes without saying.
Then Miss Seeley sing 'My Sweetie' a song that is bound to be
exceedingly popular. She follows this with a 'rag' and at the
conclusion the trio delivers 'I'm All Bound Round with the
Mason & Dixon Line' in a manner that made the audience sit
up and take notice. 'The Hula Hula' from 'Stop, Look and
Listen' was the next number. Miss Seeley offered it and with
the clever arrangement of chorus work carried out by the boys,
it was a hit. A ballad by the tenor fitted into the next spot and
then a Jap number by Miss Seeley and the boys. A comedy
number by two of the boys called 'Hesitation Blues' which was
closed with a trio arrangement proud to be the next 'wallop'
and a rag which closed the act led by Miss Seeley with one of
the boys doing a dance with her, left nothing to be desired. At
the conclusion of the number the audience shook the house
with applause, and if that happened at the beach, one shudders
to think what will happen the palace when the act hits there.
Clipper - August 17, 1917 - Blossom Seeley and company - New
Brighton Theater - 30 minutes.
Blossom Seeley's Syncopated Studio now contains,
besides her inimitable self, five very capable assistant. They
are: Bennie Fields, Jack Salisbury, Bennie Davis, Ray Lopez
and Charles Thorpe. One of these boys (Sic: Lopez) plays a
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jazz cornet in the orchestra pit while the other four fellows
help out Miss Seeley on the stage.
The act opens with a song number in which Miss Seeley
introduces her syncopated Studio and her assistants. They then
sing, along with her, in a clever jazz number which seems to be
written especially for the act. Another jazz number follows.
Miss Seeley then sing a Borneo number, followed by a fantastic
dance. An Hawaiian number is next taken from Miss Seeley's
former act. A Japanese number, with Miss Seeley and the boys
follows, after which a jazz blues song is rendered. A fast song
and dance closes the act.
The act not only presents a big flash, but has talent to
back it up. It shows Miss Seeley at her best. She seems to be a
more sedate Blossom than the one we have been accustomed to.
But it becomes hers surprisingly. Her gowns are all well
selected, her voice is a suitable for rag numbers as ever, and
her dancing still has an individual charm. The boys with her
all work well, with particular praise due to the one who in the
jazz blues song.

August 19, 1917
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - August 21, 1917
Blossom Seeley presents another act exemplifying the new
order in things. It is 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.' In her
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curtain speech Miss Seeley admitted that she was an 'ambitious
little actress.' It must be admitted that Miss Seeley is ambitious
if she traveled all the way to Chicago, as she said, to secure the
quartet of youths who assist her. Miss Seeley has not been as
fortunate in choosing her new assistants as Miss Cavanagh.
Miss Seeley overdoes the 'Hula-Hula idea. whoever persuaded
Miss Blossom that she could dance, even the 'Hula-Hula,' did
her a bad turn. The rest of her act is bound to win favor.

August, 1917

August, 1917

Clipper - August 22, 1917 - New Brighton
Big new acts marked the bill. Blossom Seeley returned to
vaudeville with a male quintette assisting her and presented a
snappy jazz turn which is quite on a par with, if not better,
than her former offerings.
Sun (N.Y.) - August 26, 1917 - Vaudeville and Burlesque.
Palace Theater - Those who have not seen the Dolly
Sisters at this theatre will be given their last chance this week,
the girls wearing new Lucille frocks and papa Swartz brushing
his hair a new way. Lucille Cavanagh, egged on by Tom Dingle
and Paul Frawley, will present another dancing feature that
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will be a sort of cloudburst of color and music. Blossom Seeley
will show the way for a jazz band which, the Palace historian
says, 'has all the sensational qualities of a four alarm fire'.
Clipper - August 29, 1917 - Palace
Blossom Seeley assisted by Benny Fields, Jack Salisbury,
Clipper - August 29, 1917 - Palace
Blossom Seeley, assisted by Benny Fields, Jack Salisbury,
Benny Davis, Ray Lopez and Charles Thorpe was the second
sensational hit of the show, stopping it right after 5 o'clock.
Miss Seeley had a great arrangement of melodies and her
wardrobe is worthy of more than passing comment. However,
her five assistants easily proved their value by their beautiful
work in the finishing 'blues' songs. Miss Seeley was more
surprised than the audience of her terrific hit which was fully
deserved and made a short speech, thanking the crowd for its
enthusiastic appreciation.
Winnipeg Tribune - September 8, 1917
Blossom Seeley introduced a new act to New York
vaudeville last week, although it still retains the title of
'Seeley's Syncopated Studio' that she used last season. Miss
Seeley now has the services of five young men who seem to
exude syncopation. Three of them are singers, the fourth a
pianist and the fifth a cornetist who brings forth the absolute
spirit of jazz music. The result is an act which the critics
declare is the greatest act Miss Seeley has ever offered in
vaudeville.
Sun (N.Y.) - September 10, 1917
Blossom Seeley forged to the front by the sheer power of
her jazz.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - September 23, 1917 - Bushwick Theater
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Blossom Seeeley to hold the headline honors on a bill of
stellar attraction at the Bushwick this week. Miss Seeley is
offering her jazz hit, 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio' with herself
and five gifted jazz harmonists.

September 23, 1917
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - September 25, 1917 - The Bushwick
Theater. Blossom Seeley is the headline feature this week.
No complaint could be made of the length of the show at
the Bushwick Theater last night, for it was close to midnight
when the patrons were homeward-bound. There were some
interesting features on the bill, and some of the old time
favorites. Blossom Seeley, for example, was a headliner and she
did a lot of things, at times with the assistance of five nicely
dressed young men billed as Fields, Salisbury, Davis, Lopez
and Thorpe. One of the well-clad was a pianist, and he was the
only one who did not get an opportunity to do solo work. The
others sang and danced a bit, and, of course, suppressed
themselves when Blossom had the center of the stage. One of
the young men sang better than the others, and as he might
have been either Fields, or Salisbury, or Davis, or Lopez, or
even Thorpe, for the program did not specify, it is impossible
to give his personal praise. (Sic: His name was Benny Fields)
But he was quite good. Maybe if one could remember what he
sang individualization might be easier. Blossom sang songs
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about out-of-the-way places, like Borneo, and did some wiggly
dances suggesting the wiggliness of the wild men of that Ilk.
Sun (N.Y.) - September 30, 1917 - Colonial Theater
Blossom Seeley, backed by her five jazz shock unit.
Variety - October 1917
Blossom Seeley and her jazz band ripped things open
with her syncopated numbers. Miss Seeley is one or two of the
songs she did last season here, but getting more out of them
with the assistance of the boys whose close harmony made a
big hit with the audience special mention must be made of the
cornetist of the troupe, who works in the pit instead of on the
stage. The boy is there with the blue notes and slurs, and when
Miss Seeley hits the big finish the little hornblower comes in
for his share. '(Sic: The cornetist is Ray Lopez of New Orleans)
New York Tribune - October 2, 1917Colonial Theater
Blossom Seeley was the headliner n a new extravaganza
called 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio' in which she was assisted
by five clever persons designated as Fields, Salisbury, Davis,
Lopez and Thrope.
Washington Times - October 7, 1917 - Keith's
Blossom Seeley with five harmonists will take the
audience with her upon another revel in 'Seeley's Syncopated
Studio.' Miss Seeley has been one of the most favorites with
vaudeville patrons.
Washington Post - October 7, 1917
Blossom Seeley with five 'jazz' harmonists will take the
audience upon another revel in 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.'
Washington Times - October 9, 1917 - Keith's
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There are three headliners on the bill at B. F. Keith's this
week: Blossom Seeley, Karl Jorn, tenor from the Metropolitan
Opera company, and the British official film of 'The German
Retreat from Arras.'
Blossom Seeley, in private life Mrs. 'Rube' Marquard, has
never had a more delightful offering than her present revel in
song, supported by five harmonists. Syncopation is her middle
name. Her version of the Hula-Hula and the jazz selections
caused a spontaneous burst of approval. Her gowns are
beautiful.

Blossom
Sun (N.Y.) - October 28, 1917
Blossom Seeley and her jazz band will tax the acoustics to
the uttermost. Rube Marquard, husband of Blossom Seeley,
will show that he can make almost as much of a rattle as her
crowd by appearing with William Dooley and Helen Clement
in songs, dances and comedy, which the celebrated pitcher does
as well with the right hand as the left.
Variety - November 14, 1917
Blossom Seeley assisted by her five entertainers, scored a
big success. New wardrobe has been added to the turn since
last seen. She starts the act with a southern song in which she is
assisted by her entertainers, and, after doing three or four
numbers they finish with a Hawaiian song and dance by Miss
Seeley.
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Winnipeg Tribune - December 22, 1917
You've had your jazz bands, but look out for the prize
vocal syncopators. Just about the time that everybody thought
there could be nothing new in ragtime, along came Blossom
Seeley with a quintet of boys who, without any acrobatics other
than running up and down the musical scales, make audiences
sway their shoulders and tap their toes. Miss Seeley and her
company, consisting of three vocalists and two musicians, have
just been routed over the Orpheum circuit, opening in Chicago
Christmas week.

December 31, 1917
Happy New Year
1918
Washington Post - January 6, 1918
Bailey and Cowan, 'the songs of Jazz,' were so successful
in support of Blossom Seeley that the vaudeville powers
separated them from the fair star and gave them a route all by
themselves. They are going as strong as ever with their jushing
and jazzing, as will be demonstrated at Keith's this week.
The Olathe Mirror - January 10, 1918 - Orpheum, week of
January 13.
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A bill wide in range and conspicuous in variety will be
offered at the Orpheum this week of January 13. The headline
attraction will be Miss Blossoms Seeley, assisted by a quintette
of jazz singers and musicians, in a spectacular musical offering
entitled 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.' Miss Seeley, it will be
recalled, was the first comedienne to bring to the stage dances
and songs originating on the Barbary Coast.
Labor World - February 9, 1918 - Blossom Seeley-Orpheum
Blossom Seeley in 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio,' assisted
by Fields, Salisbury, Davis, Lopez and Thorpe, with a prologue
by Cliff Hess, will be the headliner for the big vaudeville show
at the Orpheum next week commencing Sunday afternoon.
Miss Seeley is a favorite in every city she has visited, and her
appearance here has been long awaited.
The Lopez mentioned is Ray Lopez a New Orleans jazzman
that went to Chicago with Tom Brown's band, the first New
Orleans band to go to Chicago. The Tulane University Hogan
Jazz Archives have hundred of interviews with early jazzmen
online of which the Lopez is one of these. In this interview
(August 30, 1958) he mentions his time with Blossom Seeley. The
first names of the musicians with Seeley are: Charlie Thrope,
Jack Salisbury, Benny Davis and Bennie Fields.
Lopez Interview (Tulane Jazz Archives)- page 5
Bert Kelly sent Lopez to the Wincliff Inn, as leader of the
band. Benny Fields, Bennie, Jack Salisbury and Charlie Trope
were there as entertainers. They had a marvelous syncopating
trio. Blossom Seeley saw the act and got them for her next
year's show at the Palace Theater in New York. (Apparently
Lopez plus his band went also, where they brought down the
house. After 4 or 5 years with Seeley, Lopez went to California
,joining Abe Lyman's band.
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Lopez Interview - page 9
'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.' which billed Lopez as 'Mr.
Jazz Himself,' and states not a jazz band but a group of
talented artists, everyone a star. (From New York Clipper,
August 22, 1917)
Tacoma Times - March 5, 1918 - Ragtime star heads Orpheum
new bill.
Blossom Seeley, known to vaudeville fans as the High
Potentate of Syncopated Melody, with her company presenting
a lilting ragtime skit entitled 'Seeley's Ragtime Studio,' is the
head liner of the next Orpheum bill which opens at the Tacoma
Theater Thursday night.
Tacoma Times - March 6, 1918 - Blossom Seeley Orpheum
headliner for this week.
With Blossom Seeley, queen of syncopated melody, as the
headliner, another Orpheum vaudeville bill will open at the
Tacoma Theater tomorrow night for four nights and three
matinees.
Miss Seeley is accompanied by what is said to be the
jazziest quintet of male singer and musicians extant.
Among the six other features of the bill is Adrian C. (Pop)
Anson, the veteran of baseball, and his daughter.
Tacoma Times - March 8, 1918 - Blossom Seeley queen of jazz,
has syncopated act.
Blossom Seeley, says the Orpheum program, is the
headliner. and Blossom proves it. She steps on the stage before
a big green velvet drop and tells the folks she has a surprise for
them. Then the five jazz artists who assist her appear behind
the curtain and the show is on.
Blossom wears a series of gorgeous costumes, and does
her usual jazz turn. but in addition, she is presenting two
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characteristic dances that are assuredly remarkable, and are
stamped with her own personality.
Pop Anson, veteran baseball star, has an interesting
sketch by Ring W. Lardner, in which he introduces his
daughters, Adele and Dorothy, but the big hit of the act is the
climax, when he appears in a baseball uniform.
Tacoma Times - March 9, 1918
As interesting feature of this week's Orpheum bill at the
Tacoma Theater in 'Pop' Anson, the veteran of baseball, who
appears with his two stately daughters in a humorous baseball
skit entitled 'First Aid to Father.
The Present bill headed by Blossom Seeley 'q
Queen of Syncopation.'

March 11, 1918
Vancouver Daily World (B.C,) - March 12, 1918 - Blossom
Seeley is well received. Orpheum headliner pleases first night
audience-bill is good.
Blossom Seeley is the bright particular star at the
Orpheum this week, and she scintillates in dazzling fashion
during the entire twenty minutes of her act. Supported by a
trio of superior male singers and a splendid accompanist, Miss
Seeley, in a gorgeous array of gowns, is a striking headliner.
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There is a dash and verve about her offering which earns for
her the popularity she gains wherever she appears.

February 16, 1918
Oregon Daily Journal - March 23, 1918
Beginning tomorrow afternoon in fact, old 'Pop' Anson,
another veteran, will great old friends at the Orpheum, and
Blossom Seeley will have a band of regular jazzers who will
also be on the job.
Oregon Daily Journal - March 24, 1918
The Orpheum show opening at the Hellig today being
another three star assemblage, and the headliner being the
noted Blossom Seeley, Manager McGettigan has arranged to
present an extra performance next Wednesday night.
Blossom Seeley has not visited Portland in several years.
She is supported this season by five musicians, who sing and
comprise a 'jazz' band. Her vehicle is called 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio,' and Miss Seeley. one of the most vivacious
artists on the vaudeville stage, entertains for half an hour with
her songs and dances and all her gowns are said to be glorious.
The act is staged personally by Miss Seeley and it is lauded as
being one of the best offerings of its kind booked in big-time
vaudeville this season.
The extra attraction of the new show is 'The Grand Old
Man of Baseball,' Captain Adrian C. Anson, who is supported
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by his two beautiful daughters in a baseball sketch written
especially for the Anson family by Ring W. Lardner. 'Cap'
Anson is making a great hit along the Orpheum, his lively
entertainment making good his boast that he is '60 years
young.'
Oregon Daily Journal - March 26, 1918 - Benny Davis, writer
of 'Good-Bye Broadway,' son of Philip Davis.
The author of 'Good Bye Broadway, Hello France,' one of
the war-time song hits, is a Portland boy. He is Benny Davis,
one of the syncopating singers with Blossom Seeley in 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio,' the headline act at the Orpheum this
week. His is the son of Philip Davis of 275 Montgomery Street,
this city. In New York Mr. Davis attained fame as a song
writer and he has netted several thousand dollars in royalty
from the sale of 'Good by Broadway, Hello France.' Other
songs of his composition are 'So Long Sammy,' 'he's
Somewhere Over There,' 'I was Born in Borneo' and 'Come
Home to Your Lonesome Boy.'
San Francisco Chronicle - March 27, 1918
Blossom Seeley, 'high priestess of syncopation' and a
popular star in this city, whence she went some years ago to
gather the fame that now is hers, will be the featured attraction
on next week's Orpheum bill, appearing n a skit called
'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.' The star will be assisted by a
quartet of clever instrumentalists, who constitute a 'jazz' band,
said to be the best on the stage.
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March 27, 1918
Oregon Daily Journal - March 30, 1918
Blossom Seeley started it going on Orpheum time last
Sunday afternoon, and my word, how that girl did dance.
Such funny little wiggles and kicks.
San Francisco Chronicle - March 31, 1918- Orpheum
The week's bill at the Orpheum, opening today, will make
an irresistible appeal to lovers of vaudeville. Blossom Seeley,
magnetic star of syncopated songs, will be one of the stellar
attractions on the programme. She will present an act specially
arranged for her - 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio'-in which she
will have the assistance of what is claimed to be the greatest
'jazz' band on the stage.
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March 31, 1918
San Francisco Chronicle - April 1, 1918 - Seeley-Pep & Step.
Aeons and seasons ago a wise railbird took his styus in
hand to inform the dear public that there is nothing new under
the sun. The W. R. didn't say 'was' he said 'is.'
The W. R. should have seen Blossom Seeley in her new
act at the Orpheum Theater before he blossomed forth with his
ponderous platitude. It is violating no confidence to assert that
Blossom bloomed big on a bill that bulged with good things.
Blossom is assisted-the word is used advisedly-by five young
men who crackle 'jazz' stuff from mulligatawny to marshmallows. San Francisco is no stranger to jazz music and when
it is said that fields, Salisbury, Davis, Lopez and Thorpe-the
quintet of young men in 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio'-begin
where the other fellow leaves off, some idea of their class may
be gathered.
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Seeley's support group-Ted Salisbury, Benny Fields, Benny
Davie, Charlie Thorpe & Ray Lopez holding cornet.
Blossom wears what the society editor terms a daring
gown or two and puts plenty of the Seeley 'pep' in a dance or
tow. In a program Blossom snag a few refrains to the effect
that she had something new up her sleeve in the way of chasing
dull care and ringing the welkin. She more than made good.
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Seeley
Oakland Tribune - April 13, 1918 - Blossom Seeley is coming
to Oakland.
Blossom Seeley was a pioneer of syncopation. She had
become already a famous star of musical comedy and then of
vaudeville, but the 'Jazz Stuff' added to her fame. She was the
first and only 'jazz' singer to be deemed appropriate for a
stellar spot in a two-dollar Broadway show, and then they kept
her and kept her there until she thought she'd never get back
to her beloved vaudeville again. but Marti Beck called her,
and, as usual when Martin Beck calls, she came, and that's
how she happens to be in Oakland this week.
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All of Oakland is interested. The telephone bell in the
Oakland Orpheum box office is ringing overtime and seats are
going fast, and Manager Harry Cornell is busy advising
everyone to buy early. The telephone reservation bureau is at
everyone's service, and the men in the box office are anxious to
please. Manager Cornell is anxious that no one Miss Blossom
Seeley.

May 18, 1918

June 27, 1918
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette - June 30, 1918 Davis - Seeley's
Syncopated Studio
Independence week, beginning tomorrow afternoon, is to
bring to the Davis theater a group of vaudeville artists of the
first rank. Nine acts are to be presented each afternoon and
evening. Blossom Seeley, high priestess of ragtime, is the
headliner. She will be accompanied by five young men in ad
odd little skit entitled 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.' It has a
prologue from the pen of Clifford Hess. Miss Seeley is the best
known of present-day interpreters of ragtime.
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Pittsburgh Daily Post - June 30, 1918
Blossom Seeley will appear with five ragtime entertainers
in Davis vaudeville this week.

June 30, 1918
Pittsburgh Daily Post - July 1, 1918 - Actress will tell
Pittsburgh women of vaudeville's opportuniti8es.
Blossom Seeley, the syncopated songstress, who is the wife
of 'Rube' Marquard, the eccentric pitcher of the Brooklyn
baseball club, has made some interesting deductions regarding
the opportunities which vaudeville presents for women. Miss
Seeley is coming to the Davis Theater with a company of five
young men tomorrow to present every afternoon and evening
during the dependence week, a merry skit called 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio.'
'From my observation,' Miss Seeley said the other day,
'vaudeville is the only occupation in which women command
higher pay than men. It has opened a field for the so-called
weaker sex which has dreamed of for personal services. Many
of our leading women headliners today receive from $2,000 to
$3,000 per week.
'Vaudeville stages are run with the good manners of wellconducted drawing rooms. There are safeguards for the artist
at every turn. Their audiences are the cream of the respective
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communities. She is shielded in a refined environment.
Government bonds and Bank of England notes are not much
safer than her contracts. Her awards, therefore, are
magnificent as well as munificent. Here, then, in my
estimation, is an ideal profession for women. in this feminist
age, the golden age of women. It is significant that so many
great feminine names new illuminate the vaudeville roster. It
seems to me that women everywhere, in and out of the
profession, owe a debt of gratitude to the men of vaudeville,
who, by regenerating it, have created a new profession for our
sex.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - Jul 23, 1918 - Henderson's happy with
Blossom Seeley
Hot nights cannot stop Blossom Seeley from dispensing
her syncopated melodies. Miss Seeley was better than ever last
night at Henderson's Music Hall, where she offered her novelty
song specialty, entitled Seeley's Syncopated Studio,'
accompanied by a company of excellent singers and dancers.
Rube Marquard's better half is in a class by herself in songland.

Seeley
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - November 3, 1918 - Palace
Blossom Seeley returns with a revision of 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio,' with Benny Fields, and Messrs. Lynch,
Davis and Lopez.
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Brooklyn Life - December 14, 1918
Rube Marquard, Brooklyn's popular pitcher, now a
sailor in the service of Uncle Sam, and his famous 'Jazz Band'
will be the headline attraction all the coming week at this
theater, with the usual change of program each half of the
week. Marquard has been on the stage before for several
season and will be remembered for his act with Blossom
Seeley, his wife. The aggregation he is with now is the greatest
collect of entertainers, and from start to finish their act is a riot
of fun, dances, songs and 'jazz' music as never before
attempted. There are fourteen men in the band and everyone is
individually clever.

December 21, 1918
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1919
Cincinnati Enquirer - January 5, 1919
Blossom Seeley, famous Broadway favorite, is the
headliner of a new bill at B. F. Keith's this week. She is assisted
by Messrs. Fields, Davis, Lynch, Lopez and Eber in a
picturesquely arranged program of mirth, melody and gowns
called 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.'
Cincinnati Enquirer - January 6, 1919 - The Keith bill
While it is difficult for some people to see why so much
fuss is made about Blossom Seeley, the two big audiences
which gathered at Keith's yesterday were evidently pleased
with what she had to offer, for they kept her and her associates
busy for some time responding to encores. The fair Blossom
has a musical act which she calls 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio'.
She herself sings a number of songs in her own way, makes a
number of striking sartorial changes and adds a dance or two.
She has the assistance of several singers, a comedian and a
raucous cornetist. The comedian, Bennie Fields, is as much a
hit as the star, for his songs are funny and his manner droll.
Winnipeg Tribune - March 22, 1919
Blossom Seeley and her super jazz-nuts in 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio,' in the way this act is billed around New
York City. To say this act scored a riot in the big theatres of
the east is but a lazy mans method of describing the real furore
created by Miss Seeley and her jazzing jazz-boys. If any person
can remain mute while that jazz cornet is whooping-'er up, if
any person can keep his or her feet still while that jazz
saxophone is rip-roaring its melodical melodies, well, there's
something radically wrong with their system. This act has jazz
down to such perfection that anyone is unable to mention jazz
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without having Blossom Seeley's syncopated Studio in mind. It
will be the attraction at the Orpheum soon.
Winnipeg Tribune - April 19, 1919 - Star known to baseball
fans as Mrs. rube Marquard and that means something as an
attraction.
Blossom Seeley, known in vaudeville fans as the 'The
Todalo Girl' and High Potentate of Syncopated melody, and to
baseball fans as Mrs. Rube Marquard, is up to her old tricks
again, and because of this ragtime has a new impetus. The
creation of ragtime, according to learned doctors who have
wanted their valuable time in tracing syncopated melody back
to its birth, occurred many years before Christ. However, Miss
Seeley is not brave or bold enough to claim any material
association with it.
Its popularity may be directly traced to Miss Seeley. She
has done as much for ragtime as Caruso has done for Don Jose
or Calve for the philandering 'Cigarette Girl'.
Miss Seeley was the first syncopated singer of sufficient
artistic merit to blend harmoniously with the surroundings of a
two dollar Broadway production and she has continued among
the most luminous stars of the theatre ever since. She is now
out-Seeleying Seeley, and in a little ragtime skit called 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio' show, with the assistance of four princes of
ragtime, is absolutely at her best. those four boys are a jazz
band and get all of the rag there is in ragtime out of it, much to
the general jollification of all concerned. Blossom Seeley will be
at the Orpheum next week.
Vancouver Daily World - May 3, 1919 - Orpheum
The creation of ragtime, according to learned doctors
who have wasted their time in tracing syncopated melody back
to its birth, occurred many aeons ago. Blossom Seeley, who
comes to the Orpheum next week in a little skit called 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio', she with the assistance of 'Four Princes'
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forming a jazz band, gets all there is out of ragtime, much to
the jollification of all concerned.
Vancouver Daily World - May 6, 1919 - Orpheum presents list
of excellent attractions.
Blossom Seeley, who has floated into fame on a
syncopated wave, is the headliner of this week's bill at the
Orpheum, a bill of such general merit that it takes a star of the
first water like Miss Seeley to justify a position at the top. With
the support of a hard-working company, Miss Seeley flashed
through a remarkably bright at, clad in a variety of
bewildering gowns, each designed to add to the grace of this
artist's dancing.
Oregon Daily Journal - May 18, 1919 - Vaudeville - Orpheum
Blossom Seeley, renowned as 'The Jazz Queen' and the
acknowledged creator of the jazz type of music, is the
headliner of the Orpheum show which will open at the Hellig
this afternoon. Miss Seeley, assisted by her jazz experts, Bennie
Fields, Grossman, Lynch and Lopez, is presenting 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio,' her own musical concoction which is one
of the most popular entertainments to be gleaned from
Broadway by the Orpheum this season.
Miss Seeley, clothed in a number of bewitching costumes
and surrounded by a jazz orchestra, runs the gamut of ragtime
possibilities. In the pause between Miss Seeley's numbers the
quintet makes merry generally.
San Francisco Chronicle - May 29, 1919
Blossom Seeley, 'The Queen of Syncopated melody, will
head the Orpheum bill this week in a delightfully original
ragtime offering entitled 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.' Miss
Seeley will have the assistance of Bennie Fields, Grossman,
Lynch and Lopez, jazz musicians and singers.
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Indianapolis News - June 3, 1919 - English's-vaudeville
Minnie Burke and her 'Kings of Jazzapation' put the jazz
into the week's bill at Englishs'. The men form a first-class jazz
band and Miss Burke backs Sophie Tucker and Blossom Seeley
off the boards with a display of costume changes and energetic
dancing. The act is one of the peppiest making the vaudeville
circuits. Everybody in it works as if there were no weather.

July 13, 1919
Washington Post - July 13, 1919 Keith's
Blossom Seeley presents a new edition of 'Seeley's
Syncopated Studio' as the top line feature of the bill at B. F.
Keith's this week. The 'Queen of Ragtime' will be assisted by
her own jazz band.

October 15, 1919
New York Tribune - December 9, 1919 - Plenty of dancing at
Palace this week. 'Vie' Quinn and Blossom Seeley are
headliners of strong bill.
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Not so long ago 'Vie' Quinn was dancing for her own
amusement and in entertainments to raise church funds.
Yesterday she swept into the ranks of popular successes at the
Palace Theater.....
Blossom Seeley, with her supporting cast of Bennie fields,
Grossman, Lynch and Lopez, in Seeley's Syncopated Studio,
was another headliner. she wore stunning clothes, danced
vivaciously and sang tolerably well.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - December 16, 1919
Syncopation of all kinds, jazz, pretty girls, dancing and
clever comedy are among the features on this week's excellent
bill at the Orpheum theatre. Never before has there been so
much singing and dancing on one bill as there is this week.
First, there is Blossom Seeley (Mrs. Rube Marquard), with her
jazz experts who assist her in putting over ragtime songs. The
act is known as 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio' and she is assisted
by Bennie Fields, Grossman, Lynch and Lopez.
1920

February 29, 1920
Brooklyn Daily Eagle - February 29, 1920 - Blossom Seeley at
Bushwick Theater.
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Blossom Seeley, the syncopated song specialist, will share
top-line honors with Dorce Ails, the dancer, on the bill at B. F.
Keith's Bushwick this week. Miss Seeley will present a new
edition of her 'Seeley's Syncopated Studio.' She will be assisted
by Fields, Grossman, Cass and Lopez. Roscoe Ails, assisted by
Midgie Miller and a jazz band, will present an offering of
melody and dance.

April 22, 1920

May 1, 1920
Vancouver Daily World - May 1, 1920
In a single line of a lyric which she sings, Blossom Seeley,
who hails vaudeville as her favorite stamping ground, gathers
unto herself a continent-wide reputation for an emphatic hit.
This year she appears in a new act called 'Miss Syncopation,'
in which she is assisted by Bernie Fields, perhaps one of the
best known singers of 'coon' songs known to the stage. Sam
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Miller and Gene Cass compose the rest of her cast in this novel
little skit.
Oregon Daily Journal - May 16, 1920
Blossom Seeley, the other headliner, is just as vivacious as
ever, and in her tour this year she is a greater drawing card
than ever, newspaper reviewers all along the circuit praising
her new act as being one of her best. Miss Seeley this season is
assisted principally by Bennie Fields and other members of her
little company are Sam Miller and Gene Cass. Her act is called
'Miss Syncopation.' It is a sparkling entertainment, elaborately
staged and costumed, the music is lilting, all the dancing is
extremely vivacious and the comedy is thoroughly amusing.
Miss Seeley appears in several songs and dances and her new
act is marked for its crispy newness and excellent staging.

July 4, 1920
San Francisco Chronicle - May 23, 1920 - Blossom Seeley at
Orpheum
That Blossom Seeley and syncopation are synonymous is
one of the facts that is going to be proved to local theatergoers
who see this week's new bill at the Oakland Orpheum. Miss
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Seeley tops a bill which is replete with all of the best that goes
toward making American vaudeville one of the most popular
forms of entertainment.
Oakland Tribune - May 24, 1920 - Blossom Seeley is Orpheum
attraction.
Blossom Seeley, well known on the American stage, is the
headline feature this week at the Orpheum. She strikes a new
note in the popular jazz type of musical entertainment.
San Francisco Chronicle - May 26, 1920
The Orpheum's list of attractions for next week is worthy
of perusal. Blossom Seeley known as the 'Queen of
Syncopation,' who is an artist of the purest ray serene, will
present a novel jazz offering called 'Miss Syncopation,' in
which she holds the title role. She is assisted by Bennie Fields,
Sam Miller and Gene Cass.
San Francisco Chronicle - May 23, 1920 - Blossom Seeley at
Orpheum
That Blossom Seeley and syncopation are synonymous is
one of the facts that is going to be proved to local theatergoers
who see this week's new bill at the Oakland Orpheum. Miss
Seeley tops a bill which is replete with all of the best that goes
toward making American vaudeville one of the most popular
forms of entertainment.

July 14, 1920
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Evening News - Aril 19, 1920 - Blossom Seeley seeks divorce
from Marquard
Blossom Seeley, comedienne, today filed suit for divorce
here against 'Rube' Marquard, southpaw pitcher of the
Brooklyn National League club, charging desertion. They were
married in 1913 when Marquard was pitching for the New
York Giants.
(Sic: They still loved each other but each was not willing to
give up their given career for each other. Rube loved baseball
and Blossom loved the stage.)
Olathe Mirror - September 2, 1920 - Orpheum, Week of
September 5th.
The Orpheum headline attraction next week will be Miss
Blossom Seeley, in a new production, entitled 'Miss
Syncopation.' Bennie Fields, for several season an important
factor in Miss Seeley's support, is featured in this new offering.
Sam Miller and Gene Cass are assisting. Miss Seeley has been a
prime favorite in Kansas City several seasons, in face ever
since she left musical comedy to become a vaudeville headliner.
Oregon Daily Journal - September 12, 1920
Seven years ago when Richard W. Marquard, better
known as 'Rube' was the idol of baseball bugs, he did a turn
over the Orpheum circuit with Blossom Seeley. 'Rube' was a
very bad actor at that time, by the way, but Miss Blossom put
him over after a fashion, and it was all the more interesting
because they decided to marry each other.
Frank McGettigan, now manager of the Orpheum
Theatre in Portland, was at that time a mere press agent in the
Martin Beck organization, and he knew it would be worth
columns of publicity if he could arrange to have Miss Seeley
and Mr. Marquard married during the engagement at the
Portland Orpheum. He pointed out that there were plenty or
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roses on hand, everything. Rube was willin', but Blossom
balked. She had set her mind on a San Francisco wedding, and
sure enough the ceremony was performed in the Bay City
when the show played there following the Portland
engagement.
Labor World - October 2, 1920 - Blossom Seeley at Orpheum
next week.
The bill for the coming week at the Orpheum, starting
Sunday afternoon looks exceedingly promising on paper, and
there is no doubt that it will be a winner from start to finish. It
is headed by none other than Blossom Seeley, and her name is
a pleasant familiarity to amusement lovers all over the world,
and if grand opera were sung in jazz she would be a Caruso,
for syncopation is her middle name. Blossom Seeley is assisted
by Bennie Fields, Sam Miller and Gene Cass, making 'Miss
Syncopation' a delight.
1921
Boston Post - March 10, 1921
Blossom Seeley, vaudeville actress, today announced her
marriage to Geisenfeld of Milwaukee, her dancing partner,
known on the stage as Benny Fields. A civil ceremony was
performed in Chicago three weeks ago, and the religious
ceremony was held there today.
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Blossom & Benny
Winnipeg Tribune - March 19, 1921 - Well-known syncopation
star season's big hit in 'Miss syncopation'.
Miss Blossom Seeley, the well-known syncopation star,
assisted by Bennie Fields, Sam Miller and Harry Stover, will be
the leading attraction at the Orpheum Theatre next week,
presenting 'Miss Syncopation.' Songs are made to be put over,
as well as to be sung, and Miss Seeley puts them over, just like
the star pitcher pitches a ball across home plate. Vaudeville is
Miss Seeley's stamping ground. Occasionally she strays into
other pastures, but only occasionally. She has been seen in
musical comedy and made an emphatic hit there, but she likes
vaudeville the best and vaudeville like her so well that she is
perfectly content to remain. Bennie Fields is probably the
world's most famous 'catch-as-catch-can' delineator of coon
songs extant. he is a fine assistant for Miss Seeley.
San Francisco Chronicle - April 20, 1921 - Syncopated
specialty will come.
Blossom Seeley, star of next Orpheum week, calls her
medium of expression 'Miss Syncopation,' evidently naming
her vehicle after herself. In each line of every lyric she sings,
she shows she knows there about syncopation than the learned
professors who have written about the origin and development
of jazz.
Vaudeville is Miss Seeley's favorite field, occasionally she
strays into other pastures, but only occasionally. She has been
in musical comedy and there made an emphatic hit.
In 'Miss Syncopation' she is to be assisted by Bennie
Fields, probably the most famous 'catch as catch can'
delineator of coon songs. Sam Miller and Harry Stover
complete the quartet.
San Francisco Chronicle - April 26
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It is Blossom Seeley week this week at the Orpheum,
where the effervescent Blossom sparkles and captivates, as she
invariably does. She has elaborated the 'Miss Syncopation' act
into a pretentious and effective music and comedy affair, in
which the irrepressible Ned Norworth, Bennie Fields, Sam
Miller and Harry Stover have their share.
San Francisco Chronicle - May 2, 1921
Vivacious Blossom Seeley, with her dazzling gowns
remains for another week in 'Miss Syncopation,' and never
fails to win applause for her 'Bright Eyes' and 'Melody Blues.'
She is devotedly supported by Bennie Fields, Sam Miller and
Harry Stover.

May 8, 1921
Wilkes - Barre Record - May 14, 1921
A delightful musician, but dangerous as a cook, is
Jolson's Swede girl 'Scandinavia' newest, funniest character
created by this exclusive Columbia artist. Coupled with
'Funeral Blues,' first Columbia Record made by Blossom
Seeley, star comedienne.
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Funeral Blues - Carey Morgan (1885-1960)

A-12, B-8, C-8, D-4, E-8 (Coda repeat-14)
Variety - July 2, 1921 Blossom Seeley at the Palace.
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Brooklyn Daily Eagle - July 17, 1921 - Blossom Seeley heads
bill at Orpheum.
After an absence of nearly two years, during which she
has successfully toured the country, Blossom Seeley, popular
comedienne and singer of syncopated melodies, will come to B.
F. Keith's Orpheum this week to top the bill. Bennie Fields will
be her principal support and Sam Miller and Harry Stover will
also help speed up the jazzy entertainment.
Indianapolis Star - August 22, 1921
Blossom Seeley is singing one of the weirdest rhythmic
concoctions ever written in the Broadway vaudeville houses. It
is called, 'Funeral Blues!' It is said to have been written in jest
by some Tim Pan Alley humorists but it reeked so of 'blues'
syncopation that it is becoming a big seller.

September 23, 1921
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October 9, 1921

November 22, 1921
Capital Times - November 23, 1921 - At the Orpheum
Blossom Seeley will blossom out at the Orpheum Theatre
next week in the nattiest, crooniest and jazziest version of her
'Miss Syncopation,' which she has made famous. The only
thing unchanged about the act is the title. Supporting her is the
indispensable Bennie fields, who is an attraction in himself. He
is an elongated comedian with as distinct a line of pantomimic
abilities as Bert Williams, and he never fails to register a
knock-out blow of public control. Sam Miller, a most pleasant
singer, and Harry Stover, a clever pianist, lend valuable
support to the offering.
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1922

January 21, 1922
Capital Times - January 21, 1922
Blossom Seeley, exponent of jazz in its most syncopated
form, is coming to the Orpheum Monday with her latest
version of 'Miss Syncopation.' This 1922 edition of the Seeley
act is about two years hence in its ideas. Everything in it is far
advanced of anything that has been given before by this clever
artist.
Miss Seeley, picturesque in her marvelous wardrobe, is
introducing some of the best songs she ever has had. There is a
different costume for each number and she is fairly outSeeleying Seeley this year. The plea for the act was conceived
by her and is also of her own staging. Cliff Hess wrote the
words and music. The kennel of jazz hounds support Miss
Seeley this season includes Bennie Fields, who might be called
the Bert Williams of white-faced comedians. This elongated
comic with his original abilities as a funster and his moaning
style of singing, has been a favorite with Orpheum audiences
ever since his first theatrical association with Miss Seeley.
Capital Times - January 23, 1922 - At the Orpheum
Blossom Seeley will blossom out at the Orpheum theatre
tonight and all this week, in the nattiest, crooniest and jazziest
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version of her 'Miss Syncopation,' which she has made famous
from coast to coast. The only thing unchanged about her act is
the title. Supporting her is the indispensable Bennie Fields,
who is an attraction in himself. Sam Miller, a most pleasing
singer, and Harry Stover, a clever pianist, lend valuable
support to the offering. The act is beautifully mounted in the
way of scenery and lighting effects and Miss Seeley's new songs
will be very popular before the week is very far advanced.

March 6, 1922
New Castle Herald - March 7, 1922 - Vaudeville at Hipp.
Blossom Seeley, one of the captivating queens of
syncopation, a Keith star who ranks among the top-notchers
and an artist who can always be depended upon for something
new and unusually delightful, will be the bright particular star
of this week's bill at the Hippodrome. Supported by the funny
comic Bennie Fields, and Sam Miller and Harry Stover,
Blossom will be seen in her latest melodic success, 'Miss
Syncopation.'
Variety - June 31, 1923 - Orpheum
Blossom Seeley got a big reception upon her entrance,
and easily repeated her previous week's hit. Benny Fields class
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in every department is evident. He is equally proficient with
comedy, singing and dancing. The talk encore between Miss
Seeley & Fields is practically an act in itself.

April, 1925
Variety - April 29,1925 Blossom Seeley with Benny Fields - 33
minutes - Palace.
A new and different act in construction or routine
(usually called ) is the present Seeley-Fields turn, for the first
time in New York at the Palace this week. The turn runs
entertainingly from their first song and a good one ("My Best
Girl') to their quite laughable Russian dance travesty and
make-up at the finish. Just before the Russian bit is a Spanish
burlesque, that gets its quota as a comedy moment, while
ahead of that Blossom Seeley put over a ballad in a manner
that never has been excelled upon the palace stage. It has some
interpolated dialog for the final verse and Miss Seeley handled
that exceptionally, rather surprisingly, as hitherto she has been
looked upon as strictly a singer. The ballad is 'You Left me
Out in the Rain.' It is understood to be a recent revival of an
old published number.
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All of the numbers other than Miss Seeley's ballad were
doubles for the two principals although Benny Fields got into
another song, sort of medley had a corking orchestration as
though orchestrated for a pep band but taken over by this duo,
who are without an orchestra of their own but have Charles
Bourne and Phil Ellis as a couple of youthful concert grand
pianists in Eton suits. The boys had one duet with the grands
back to back up centre stage.
All the numbers other than Miss Seeley's ballad were
doubles for the two principals although Benny Fields got into
some of them more or less. His comedy was held down, neatly
handled and got over.
This turn now has songs, speed, music and comedy, well
placed and timed. A review of it in Variety from out of town
(K>C.), a few week ago said it is the bet act Blossom Seeley
ever has had-it is all of that.

December, 1925
Variety - June 9, 1926 - Palace
Pretty good show at the Palace this week. Blossom Seeley
& Benny Fields headline, with Irving Aaronson's commanders
under-scored. Blossom & Benny are as feverish as ever shaking
all the apples of the tree of Jazz....
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The Seeley--Fields combination is essentially the same as
when last viewed. A couple of new songs are in, these include
the 'Dream of the Big Parade' done in dramatic vein by Miss
Seeley. The return of war ballads seem presaged by the
inclusion in a turn of this caliber of a song strictly martial.
Miss Seeley puts the ballad across.
Exhibitor Herald World - November 29, 1930
Blossom Seeley & Benny Fields, climaxing the stage
performances also star among them. Their stage appearance
appurtenance are beautiful and besides the drops back stage
include transparent and translucent screens. Their solos and
duets are new here and include 'Lulu Belle' number, a satire
on 'The command to Love' a number of Seeley ballads and
dance numbers. Their Southern dialect and easy stage manner
win them quickly as the favorites in the vaudeville presentation
of the week.
Below is a short movie made by Blossom Seeley and Benny
Fields doing their vaudeville routine in 1928. The show plot is:
The show begins when the curtain opens and pianists
Charles Bourne and Phil Ellis are playing. Soon Blossom and
Bennie enter and begin to sing. The pair sings three number,
'Hello Mr. "bluebird,' Irving Berlin's 'The Call of the South,'
and 'A Pretty Spanish town on a Night Like this.' Before the
third number the two kibbutz about southern music. For the third
song Blossom dons a sombrero and Bennie has a guitar. There is
a bit of dancing in this third number but mostly of Seeley.
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Blossom & Bennie

Hollywood Filmograph - Jan-Dec, 1933 - Meet Blossom Seeley
who came back to the Southland amid a blaze of glory
Hollywood filograph - Jan-Dec, 1933
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Blossom
Years ago Blossom Seeley left Los Angeles as a musical
comedy star and Broadway took her right to its heart-she was
a sensation! Years passed, she returned here on the Orpheum
circuit and again scored a tremendous shit. Recently Blossom
decided to make her mark in pictures. She was brought out by
20th Century Pictures for 'Broadway thru a Keyhole' and was
such a great hit in it that Messrs. Zanuck and Schenck decided
to have her appear again in 'Blood Money'-and lo and behold,
she was a great hit once again.
Now we are wondering if that great singing and acting
artist is to be allowed to carry the touch of other great stars
and go hungry for a chance to really disport her real talents in
our best talkies. Blossom Seeley and her husband, Benny
Fields, are both under the managerial wing of Max Shagrin.
We almost forgot to mention that Benny Fields one of the finest
masters of ceremonies and fun makers, is taking Benny
Rubin's place on the Shell hour Monday night, from 8 to 9 in
San Francisco. He has already broken the ice with a broadcast
went over in a big way, so much so that he was signed by the
company for a weekly broadcast. By the way-Blossom Seeley
is the one who adorns our front cover of this issue.
Desert Sun - April 18, 1974
Blossom Seeley, the song and dance star of vaudeville in
the early years of the 20th Century died Wednesday at the age
of 82. Miss Seeley, who was born in San Francisco in 1891, was
already performing at the age of 10 as 'The Little Blossom.'
When she appeared on Broadway in 1911 in 'Hen Pecks,' she
stopped the show with the song 'The Frisco Todalo.'

Blossom's photo appearing on Sheet Music
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It was the practice of music publishers to use photos of
famous entertainers on the covers of popular music to help sell
their music. Often an entertainer star would appear once or
twice. In Blossom's case, her photo was used a large number of
times, using her popular status to help popularize a certain
song. Dates with an * are songs composed by Blossom.
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1953
Movies

1933
In 'Broadway thru a Keyhole' Blossom plays Sybil Smith as the
girlfriend of the lieutenant of the main character, Rocci. Ross
Columbo is in the movie as is Eddie Foy Jr. The model of the plot
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is written by Walter Winchell and is said to be the story (not
exactly) of Al Jolson and Rube Keeler. Music was by Alfred
Newman. Blossom was in many scenes and her character in the
movie is described as: 'No so amusing is the crude and derisive
stereotyping of Seeley as a gay interior decorator and Seeley's
ultra-racist line about her hotel key'. She does not sing or dance,
but her part is strictly acting.

Seeley in 'Blood Money'.
Blood Money - Blossom plays a singer/entertainer and sings 'My
Melancholy Baby,' and ' On San Francisco Bay'.
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Seeley's Stage Work
1903 - June 20 - Seeley and Blanca
No appearance listed in newspapers - 1904-1905
1907 - November 3 - Scribners company
1908 - August 6 to January 10, - Mike Bernard act with Seeley
1909 - February 11 - Kolb & Dills.
1909 - June 6 - Murray & Mack Co.
1909 - June 24, 'A Night on Broadway'
1909 - August 2 - 'The Bells of the Haram'
1909 - September 6 - Still with Kolb & Dill
1909 - August 21 - with her own company
1909 - September 26 - ' with Alps and co.
1909 - October 3 - 'The King of Palaponia'
1909 - November 21, 'A Mutt at the Races'
1909 - December 22 - 'The Bilikin Man'
1910 - February 2, - 'A Day in Venice'
1910 - February 8, -- 'Double Dutch'
1910 - March 8, - 'Othetto for a Day'
1910 - March 15, - 'The Pawnbroker'
1910 - March 29 - 'The Merry Widow'
1910 - April 10 - 'The Toreador Man'

